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1 Introduction

The modern S-matrix program has transformed our understanding of quantum field theory

(QFT). On-shell methods have driven progress in scattering amplitudes by simplifying

computations and revealing new physics. Instead of working with individual Feynman

diagrams, which can be numerous and gauge-dependent, one works in terms of on-shell

building blocks. Constraints from locality, causality, and unitarity then help determine the

full amplitude. In particular, unitarity methods allow us to calculate loop-level amplitudes
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from lower-loop on-shell quantities [1, 2].1 Unitarity is a powerful tool for exploring loop-

level structure in the S-matrix that is not manifest at the level of the action, including

Yangian symmetry [9], color-kinematic duality, and the double-copy property of gravity

theories [10, 11]. The arsenal of modern amplitude methods brings difficult computations

into reach, opening paths to novel ultraviolet physics [12].

By contrast, we understand far less about perturbation theory in the absence of an

S-matrix. For example, how do structures uncovered in flat space amplitudes generalize

to theories in Anti-de Sitter (AdS) space? While the S-matrix can be recovered from the

flat space limit of AdS/CFT [13–18], one cannot define an S-matrix in global AdS itself

as an overlap of in- and out-states [19]. Instead, the asymptotic observables are the cor-

relation functions of the boundary CFT. Like flat-space amplitudes, boundary correlators

obey notions of locality, causality, and unitarity, and so it is natural to expect that S-

matrix technology may be applicable to AdS/CFT. Furthermore, the program of studying

AdS/CFT correlators using an on-shell approach has made remarkable progress, for ex-

ample by leveraging the constraints of crossing symmetry [15] and writing correlators in

Mellin space [17, 20, 21]. However, AdS analogues of basic S-matrix ideas remain unknown.

In this paper, we study the following question: what are the on-shell building blocks of

1/N perturbation theory in AdS? Our starting point will be the Cutkosky rules, i.e. that

the discontinuity of a Feynman diagram can be calculated by cutting internal lines [22, 23].

These cuts place lines on shell by replacing the time-ordered propagator with the cor-

responding Wightman, or on-shell, propagator. The cutting rules underpin the optical

theorem for the S-matrix, ensuring that the discontinuity of an amplitude factorizes into

products of on-shell sub-amplitudes. As we review2 and show in explicit examples, these

and more general cutting rules follow from basic Lorentzian properties of QFT correla-

tors [27] and persist in curved space.

The cutting rules we explore are directly related to the Lorentzian inversion for-

mula [28], a centerpiece of modern CFT unitarity methods. The inversion formula is

a CFT generalization of the Froissart-Gribov formula for the S-matrix [29, 30] and has

generated recent progress in the study of higher-dimensional CFTs. For example, the in-

version formula proves the existence of Regge trajectories and leads to a dispersion formula

for CFT four-point functions [31]. In the CFT dispersion formula, the four-point function

is reconstructed from its much simpler double-commutator.3 In the context of AdS/CFT,

the double-commutator reduces the loop order. That is, the double-commutator of an

L-loop one-particle irreducible Witten diagram can be computed in terms of (L− 1)-loop

data. The CFT dispersion formula then provides a way to bootstrap loop-level physics

purely from tree-level data. The double-commutator then plays the same role in the CFT

dispersion formula that the discontinuity of the amplitude plays in the S-matrix dispersion

formula [23].

1We refer the reader to [3–8] for references and reviews.
2For modern work on the flat-space cutting rules see [24–26].
3As with the dispersion formula for scattering amplitudes in QFT, there are possible polynomial ambi-

guities affecting operators of bounded spin.
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Previously, it was unclear how the double-commutator could be computed via Cutkosky

rules in CFTs, at either weak or strong coupling. The goal of this work is to derive these

rules for both classes of CFTs. To compute the double-commutator, we will classify the

corresponding unitarity cuts of Feynman diagrams in weakly-coupled CFTs and of Witten

diagrams in the AdS dual of holographic CFTs. In the holographic case, the set of allowed

cuts agrees with the previous bulk analysis [32]. We also show that, for certain kinematics,

the CFT optical theorem computes the double-commutator appearing in the inversion

formula. The relationships between the cutting rules, the CFT optical theorem, and the

inversion formula are all elementary properties of CFTs and therefore extend the S-matrix

unitarity method to a wider class of theories.

To derive the cutting rules, we will follow a somewhat historical route and import

Veltman’s derivation of the flat-space cutting rules, via the largest-time equation [27], to

AdS. This approach4 gives a simple derivation of the cutting rules and makes manifest

that AdS unitarity methods are a direct generalization of the standard flat space methods.

In practice, our approach amounts to replacing the double-commutator with a simpler

out-of-time-ordered correlator.

While conformal field theories are typically studied in position space, one theme of

this work is that Lorentzian momentum space is convenient for studying unitarity. For

instance, the derivation of the allowed cuts takes a simple form in momentum space. A

cut diagram has a natural interpretation in momentum space as well: it is the gluing of

two sub-diagrams via a phase space integral, which is equivalent to summing over physical

exchanged states. The study of AdS/CFT correlators in momentum space is also motivated

by their relation to cosmological observables, see e.g. [40–56], and the study of on-shell

AdS recursion relations [18, 57–59].5 In this work we will only study the cutting rules in

momentum space, although they are also applicable to AdS/CFT correlators in position

and Mellin space.

Finally, it is useful to compare our approach to other studies of unitarity in AdS/CFT.

One well-established method to compute loops in AdS is via the bootstrap equations.

Here one determines the operator product expansion (OPE) of the CFT at tree level

by solving the crossing equations [15]. One can then plug this data into the loop-level

crossing equations [69], or equivalently use it to compute the double-commutator [28, 70],

to solve for loop-level OPE data. This gives a boundary method to bootstrap loops in AdS

purely from tree-level data. A related approach is the Euclidean bulk method [32, 71].

In this approach, one determines the boundary OPE data by studying Witten diagrams

themselves and working in Euclidean signature. The split representation for bulk-to-bulk

propagators [72, 73] and on-shell conditions in CFT spectral space together lead to an

efficient method to study the double-commutator. The bulk and boundary methods, which

are ultimately equivalent [32], give the double-commutator in terms of the boundary OPE

data. In this work we instead study AdS in Lorentzian signature and express the double-

commutator directly as a sum over cut Witten diagrams, bypassing the boundary OPE.

4An alternative strategy would be to derive the Feynman rules for the CFT double-commutator directly

using time-folded contours i.e. the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism [33–39].
5For further work on AdS/CFT in momentum space see [60–68].
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The cuts we study factorize AdS diagrams using bulk normalizable modes and therefore

make AdS locality and factorization manifest. As we review in section 3, the definition of

a cut diagram we use here is a direct generalization of the one used in flat-space unitarity

methods.

Summary of results. We will now give a summary of the main results, followed by

an outline of the paper. Unless stated otherwise, we will study scalar field theories in

flat space and AdS throughout this work.6 The cutting rules will be derived for CFTs

in general spacetime dimension and we will only specialize to specific dimensions when

computing examples. The derivations of the cutting rules in weakly and strongly-coupled

CFTs will be essentially the same and rely on working in Lorentzian signature. Specifically,

we will need the following properties of Lorentzian CFTs:

1. Positive spectrum. The physical states |Ψ(k)〉 have momentum k lying in the

forward lightcone, k2 ≤ 0 and k0 ≥ 0. We use the mostly-plus signature for the

metric ηµν .

2. Causality. Operators commute at spacelike separation:

[φ(x), φ(y)] = 0 for (x− y)2 > 0 . (1.1)

3. CFT optical theorem.7 We use the following combinatoric identity [75–77] for

partially time-ordered operators:

n∑

r=0

(−1)r
∑

σ∈Π(r,n−r)

T [φ(xσ1) . . . φ(xσr)]T [φ(xσr+1) . . . φ(xσn)] = 0 . (1.2)

Here T and T are the (anti-)time-ordering symbols and Π(r, n − r) is the set of

partitions of {1, . . . , n} into two sets of size r and n− r.

The CFT optical theorem can be verified at low points by using the definition of the

(anti-)time-ordering symbol and checking that the θ-functions cancel. It then follows for

all n by induction.

To derive CFT cutting rules, we begin by using the CFT optical theorem to relate the

real part of a time-ordered four-point function to a double-commutator [78]:

−2 Re 〈T [φ(k1)φ(k2)φ(k3)φ(k4)]〉 = 〈[φ(k3), φ(k4)]A[φ(k1), φ(k2)]R〉 , (1.3)

where the subscripts A,R indicate the advanced and retarded commutators,

[φ(x1), φ(x2)]A = θ(x02 − x01)[φ(x1), φ(x2)] , (1.4)

[φ(x1), φ(x2)]R = θ(x01 − x02)[φ(x1), φ(x2)] . (1.5)

6Strictly speaking, the boundary correlators for a QFT in AdS define a conformal theory that does not

have a stress-tensor and is therefore non-local [15, 74]. However, all of our results can be generalized to

study theories of gravity in AdS with a local CFT dual.
7While this identity is valid in general QFTs, we will refer to this as the CFT optical theorem to avoid

confusion with the S-matrix optical theorem.
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Figure 1. The map from the cutting to coloring rules for the AdS box diagram.

We will refer to the right-hand side of (1.3) as the causal double-commutator. This is

the same double-commutator that appears in the CFT inversion formula and can be com-

puted by taking a double-discontinuity of the correlator in cross-ratio space [28].8 The

identity (1.3) only holds for the kinematics

k2i > 0, (ki + kj)
2 > 0 except for k1 + k2 ∈ V+, k3 + k4 ∈ V− , (1.6)

where V± are the closed forward and backward lightcones,

V± = {k | k2 ≤ 0, ±k0 ≥ 0} . (1.7)

Next, we derive the diagrammatic rules for the left-hand side of (1.3) by generalizing

Veltman’s derivation of the Cutkosky rules for the S-matrix [27]. Veltman’s derivation

is based on the largest-time equation, which is a general relationship between Feynman

diagrams for Lorentzian QFTs. Crucially, this relationship holds in both flat space and

AdS. The largest-time equation involves a set of “cut” graphs, which come from introducing

black and white vertices for both internal and external points in the original diagram.9 The

largest-time equation states that the sum over all possible colorings of the vertices vanishes.

This is simply the graphical version of the CFT optical theorem (1.2). Finally, there is a

one-to-one correspondence between the set of non-vanishing graphs with these two types

of vertices and the cut graphs of Cutkosky [22, 23, 27] (e.g. see figure 1).

The relation (1.3) turns the cutting rules for Re 〈T [φφφφ]〉 into the cutting rules for the

causal double-commutator 〈[φ, φ]A[φ, φ]R〉 in the restricted kinematics (1.6). To analyti-

cally continue to general momenta, we use that the retarded commutator [φ(x1), φ(x2)]R
is only non-zero if x1 is in the causal future of x2. Using standard arguments for Laplace

transforms of Wightman functions, this causality condition in position space translates into

an analyticity property in momentum space [81, 82]. Using this property for both commu-

tators, we analytically continue away from the restricted kinematics (1.6) and prove the

cutting rules for the causal double-commutator with general momenta. Here we are ana-

lytically continuing only the double commutator and not Re 〈T [φφφφ]〉, which in general

differs from 〈[φ, φ]A[φ, φ]R〉 for generic momenta.

8The fact that the inversion formula involves a causal double-commutator is manifest in [79, 80], where

the causal restrictions are put into the definition of the integration region.
9These are the circling rules of [27] and should not be confused with on-shell diagrams.
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Figure 2. A cut bubble is the on-shell gluing of contact diagrams: the undotted lines are Feynman

propagators and the dotted lines are Wightman, or on-shell, propagators.

For the reader interested in the final result, we will now summarize the AdS cutting

rules for 〈[φ(k3), φ(k4)]A[φ(k1), φ(k2)]R〉 in the Poincaré patch. This double-commutator

is only non-zero for k1 + k2 ∈ V+, so the momentum necessarily runs from the left to the

right. Aside from satisfying momentum conservation, the other momenta are left generic.

The cutting rules for an individual Witten diagram are as follows:

1. Draw a cut that crosses only bulk-to-bulk propagators. For each of these cut propa-

gators, replace the time-ordered, or Feynman, propagator G∆(k, zi, zj) by the corre-

sponding on-shell propagator G+
∆(k, zi, zj).

2. For each propagator to the (right) left of the cut, use the (anti-)time-ordered propa-

gator.

3. For each internal vertex to the left of the cut, multiply by ig. For internal vertices

to the right of the cut, multiply by −ig. Here g is the bulk coupling.

4. Sum over all cuts consistent with momentum conservation.

The AdS on-shell propagator, G+
∆(k, zi, zj), is a two-point Wightman function for a free

scalar in AdS. This is precisely the same structure as in flat space: the on-shell propagator

in flat space is by definition a free-field two-point Wightman function, which is a δ-function

in momentum space. The standard cutting rules for the S-matrix correspond to replacing

cut lines by two-point Wightman functions. In the examples we study, we will find that

cut AdS diagrams reduce to the corresponding cut scattering amplitudes in the flat space

limit, confirming that we have generalized the flat-space methods to AdS.

In AdS we also find that the on-shell propagator G+
∆(k, z1, z2) has a simple split rep-

resentation in terms of the on-shell, or Wightman, bulk-to-boundary propagator K+
∆(k, z):

G+
∆(k, z1, z2) ∝ (

√
−k2)d−2∆K+

∆(k, z1)K
+
∆(k, z2) . (1.8)

Diagrams with on-shell bulk-to-boundary propagators are known as transition amplitudes

and have been studied in the context of recursion relations [18, 57–59]. The on-shell bulk-

to-boundary propagators correspond to normalizable solutions of the bulk equations of

motion [19, 83, 84]. This aligns with our interpretation of a cut diagram as a sum over

states. We have drawn this schematically in figure 2 and provide more details in section 4.

– 6 –
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Outline. In section 2 we review the CFT optical theorem and how to relate the real

part of a four-point function to the causal double-commutator. In section 3 we use this

identity and the largest-time equation to derive the double-commutator cutting rules for

weakly coupled theories in flat space. In section 4 we generalize this argument to correlation

functions in AdS/CFT and introduce the transition amplitudes. In section 5 we discuss the

OPE and flat space limit of cut AdS diagrams, and give examples at tree and loop level. We

conclude with a summary and discussion of future directions in section 6. In appendix A we

review the largest-time equation. In appendix B we summarize the analyticity properties

of the double-commutator in momentum space. In appendix C we give a short derivation of

the Feynman tree theorem in AdS. Finally, in appendix D we give an alternative derivation

of the cutting rules using the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism.

2 CFT unitarity conditions

In this section we review how unitarity conditions apply to the full correlator and de-

rive (1.3). This identity is useful because it relates the real part of a time-ordered corre-

lator, which can be computed via a set of cutting rules for theories with a weakly-coupled

description, to the causal double-commutator, which is the central element of AdS/CFT

unitarity methods [28, 32, 69]. This section will be a review of [78], although we will follow

the presentation of [75–77]. The identities reviewed here will hold for all causal unitary

QFTs and do not rely on assuming either conformal invariance or weak coupling.

The proof of (1.3) follows from the CFT optical theorem and the positive spectrum

condition. The four-point version of the CFT optical theorem states [75–77]:

0 = 〈T [φ(k1)φ(k2)φ(k3)φ(k4)]〉+ 〈T [φ(k1)φ(k2)φ(k3)φ(k4)]〉
+ 〈T [φ(k3)φ(k4)]T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]〉
− 〈φ(k1)T [φ(k2)φ(k3)φ(k4)]〉
− 〈T [φ(k2)φ(k3)φ(k4)]φ(k1)〉+ (partitions) , (2.1)

where for convenience we have gone to momentum space and suppressed the other partitions

of the external operators. This equation is shown graphically in figure 3 and says that

summing over all “cuts” of a four-point function vanish. What we call a cut here refers to

how the four external operators are grouped under the (anti-)time-ordering symbols. For

example, the first three correlators of (2.1) correspond to the first three diagrams shown

in figure 3. In sections 3 and 4 we explain how to compute cuts of Feynman and Witten

diagrams.

To simplify this equation, it is useful to choose the momentum to lie in the configura-

tion (1.6). The salient feature of these kinematics is that only the sum k1 + k2 ∈ V+ and

is therefore on shell. By restricting to this configuration, we ensure that only s-channel

cuts contribute to Re 〈T [φφφφ]〉. This means only the three diagrams shown in figure 3 are

non-zero. The other cut diagrams (not shown) all vanish. To show this, we will use the

– 7 –
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z = 0+

O O

0+ ...+

k1

k2 k3

k4 k1

k2 k3

k4k1

k2 k3

k4

Figure 3. Optical theorem for a QFT four-point function. The grey disk represents a general

correlation function and not a Feynman diagram. The external lines label the momentum of the

external operator. Operators to the (right) left of the blue line are (anti-)time-ordered in the

four-point functions given in (2.1).

identities:

φ(ki)|0〉 = 0 if ki /∈ V+ , (2.2)

T [φ(ki)φ(kj)]|0〉 = 0 if ki + kj /∈ V+ . (2.3)

Both equalities follow from the fact that all the states in the physical Hilbert space, H,

have momentum in the forward lightcone V+. For the chosen kinematics, the CFT optical

theorem then becomes

−2 Re 〈T [φ(k1)φ(k2)φ(k3)φ(k4)]〉 = 〈T [φ(k3)φ(k4)]T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]〉 , (2.4)

where we used that 〈T [φφφφ]〉 + 〈T [φφφφ]〉 gives twice the real part of the time-ordered

correlator. This unitarity condition is analogous to its S-matrix counterpart. Writing the

S-matrix as S = 1 + iT , the unitarity condition S†S = 1 implies that10

2 Im(T ) = T †T . (2.5)

In both (2.4) and (2.5), the left-hand side is found by taking a discontinuity while the

right-hand side has a naturally factorized form in terms of two lower-loop objects.11 More

precisely, (2.4) is the correlation function analogue of studying the s-channel discontinuity

of a scattering amplitude.

To make a connection with the inversion formula, we need to replace the time-ordering

symbol with the retarded commutator. To do this, we use

T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]|0〉 − [φ(k1), φ(k2)]R|0〉

=

∫
ddx1d

dx2e
i(k1·x1+k2·x2)

(
θ(t1 − t2)φ(x1)φ(x2) + θ(t2 − t1)φ(x2)φ(x1)

− θ(t1 − t2)(φ(x1)φ(x2)− φ(x2)φ(x1))
)
|0〉

=

∫
ddx1d

dx2e
i(k1·x1+k2·x2)φ(x2)φ(x1)|0〉 = φ(k2)φ(k1)|0〉 = 0 , (2.6)

10Writing the non-trivial piece as iT explains why we take the imaginary piece for the S-matrix but the

real part for the four-point function.
11The relation (2.1) is also used in axiomatic studies of QFT to prove unitarity of the S-matrix [85].

– 8 –
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where the final equality follows from having φ(k)|0〉 = 0 when k2 > 0. In other words,

both T [φ(k1)φ(k2)] and [φ(k1), φ(k2)]R have the same action on the vacuum for spacelike

momenta. With the same kinematics, a similar argument gives

〈0|T [φ(k3)φ(k4)]−〈0|[φ(k3), φ(k4)]A = 0 . (2.7)

Finally, we arrive at

−2 Re 〈T [φ(k1)φ(k2)φ(k3)φ(k4)]〉 = 〈T [φ(k3)φ(k4)]T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]〉
= 〈[φ(k3), φ(k4)]A[φ(k1), φ(k2)]R〉 , (2.8)

in the configuration (1.6). While (2.8) is a property of general QFTs, our primary focus

will be computing the left-hand side of (2.8) in theories with a weakly-coupled description.

Using (2.8), we can now compute 〈[φ, φ]A[φ, φ]R〉 in the restricted configuration (1.6)

from our knowledge of Re 〈T [φφφφ]〉. Moreover, once the causal double-commutator is

known for these momenta, it can be analytically continued to general configurations. As we

review in appendix B, the position-space causality conditions for this double-commutator

imply analyticity properties in momentum space [78, 81, 82]. We can choose the three

independent momenta to be k1, k4, and k1 + k2 and then analytically continue in k1 and

k4 according to

ki → ki − iηi, for i = 1, 4 and ηi ∈ V+ . (2.9)

The causal double-commutator is analytic in this region, and we can continue to k2i < 0 to

recover the full causal double-commutator. The double-commutator is only non-zero for

k1 + k2 ∈ V+, so we do not need to relax any conditions on this variable.

3 Cutting rules at weak coupling

In this section we study (2.8) for weakly-coupled QFTs. As an example, we consider a real

scalar field φ with a non-derivative interaction gφn. We will review the derivation of the

cutting rules for the connected part of the time-ordered correlator, following the method

of [27]. The new result is the combination of these cutting rules with the identity (2.8)

to derive the corresponding cutting rules for the causal double-commutator. We will also

explain why this double-commutator is a simpler object to study than the real part of a

time-ordered correlator. By working this case out in detail, the generalization to AdS will

be manifest. We will not need to assume conformal invariance in this section, but due

to the role of the double-commutator in the inversion formula, this is an interesting case

to study.

We will need the Feynman propagator ∆F (x) and the two-point Wightman functions

∆±(x) for the free field φ,

∆F (x) = 〈T [φ(x)φ(0)]〉free =
∫

ddk

(2π)d
−i

k2 +m2 − iǫ
eik·x

= θ(x0)∆+(x) + θ(−x0)∆−(x) , (3.1)

∆±(x) = 〈φ(±x)φ(0)〉free =
∫

ddk

(2π)d
2πθ(±k0)δ(k2 +m2)eik·x . (3.2)

– 9 –
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Similarly, for the anti-time-ordered propagator we have:

∆∗
F (x) = 〈T [φ(x)φ(0)]〉free =

∫
ddk

(2π)d
i

k2 +m2 + iǫ
eik·x

= θ(x0)∆−(x) + θ(−x0)∆+(x) . (3.3)

An important difference between (3.1) and (3.3) is the opposite signs of the iǫ. We will

use ∆−(−x) = (∆−(x))∗ = ∆+(x) to express all quantities in terms of ∆+. The free-field

two-point Wightman functions correspond to on-shell propagators, which in momentum

space are given by

∆+(k) = 2πδ(k2 +m2)θ(k0) . (3.4)

We will also refer to ∆+(k) as the Wightman propagator. In the standard S-matrix unitar-

ity method, cut propagators are placed on shell by replacing a propagator with a δ-function,

which we see corresponds to ∆F → ∆+.

We will now review Veltman’s derivation of the cutting rules, which are formulated in

terms of the Wightman propagators. For simplicity, we start with the following one-loop

correction to the two-point function 〈φ(x1)φ(x2)〉 in φ3 theory,

x1 x2y1 y2

= 0

= 0

. (3.5)

As usual, the Feynman rules tell us to assign a factor of ig to each interaction vertex, a

Feynman propagator ∆F (xij) to each line, and then to integrate over the internal points

yi. When relevant, we also need to include symmetry factors.

From any Feynman diagram, F (x1, . . . , xn), with n external points and m internal

points, we generate 2n+m new graphs by introducing two distinct vertices, which we label

with white and black dots. We will refer to both internal and external points as the vertices

of the diagram. The new collection of “decorated” graphs, F̂q(xi) with q = 1, . . . , 2n+m,

are defined via the following rules:

1. For each internal vertex of either color, multiply by ig.

2. For each white vertex, either internal or external, multiply by −1.

3. For lines connecting two black vertices, xi and xj , use ∆F (xij).

For lines connecting two white vertices, xi and xj , use ∆∗
F (xij).

For lines connecting a white vertex, xi, and a black vertex, xj , use ∆+(xij).

For simplicity, we assume no line begins and ends at the same point, i.e. no propagator

has a vanishing argument.12 These rules were first given in [27] for amputated Feynman

12To take into account loop corrections, one should instead work with the renormalized propagator. Then

the same cutting rules carry over, but now with the corresponding renormalized on-shell propagator.
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diagrams to give an alternative derivation of the Cutkosky rules. We will not need the

specific map between the label q and the assignment of black and white vertices as most

decorated diagrams vanish by momentum conservation. Instead, we will find that the non-

zero decorated diagrams are in one-to-one correspondence with the allowed unitarity cuts

of the original diagram.

To find the unitarity cuts of a diagram, we need to introduce the largest-time equa-

tion [27, 86, 87]:

2m+n∑

q=1

F̂q(k1, . . . , kn) = 0 . (3.6)

We give a short derivation of this identity in appendix A. To explain its connection to

the cutting rules, we need to isolate two terms in the sum (3.6): the graph with all black

vertices, F̂q=1(ki), and the graph with all white vertices, F̂q=2m+n(ki). Their relation to

the original Feynman diagram is

F̂q=1(k1, . . . , kn) = F (k1, . . . , kn), (3.7)

F̂q=2n+m(k1, . . . , kn) = (−1)nF ∗(k1, . . . , kn) . (3.8)

To show (3.8), recall that using white vertices amounts to letting ig → −ig and

∆F (x) → ∆∗
F (x). This replacement generates the complex conjugated graph and the

overall factor of (−1)n comes from using white vertices for the external points. If we pull

out these two graphs, the largest-time equation says

F (k1, . . . , kn) + (−1)nF ∗(k1, . . . , kn) = −
2n+m−1∑

q=2

F̂q(k1, . . . , kn) . (3.9)

Note that for n even or odd, the left-hand side is the real or imaginary part of the correlation

function respectively.13

To use (3.9) we must näıvely study a large set of diagrams that grows exponentially

in the number of vertices. Moreover, it is also not yet manifest how these diagrams are

related to the usual cutting rules. Fortunately, most of the F̂q(ki) will vanish by momentum

conservation. For example, consider the following two diagrams:

5)

= 0

= 0

. (3.10)

The first graph vanishes because positive timelike momentum is flowing into the white

vertex from each propagator. The second graph vanishes because all the momenta is

flowing out of the bubble. In order to have a non-zero decorated graph, we need both black

and white external vertices, which serve as the “source” and “sink” for the momenta.

13For the S-matrix we always amputate external lines, in which case the (−1)n is not present and we

always take the real part of the amputated diagram.
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The classic result of Veltman [27] is that the set of non-zero colorings of vertices is in

one-to-one correspondence with the allowed unitarity cuts of the diagram, where a unitarity

cut splits a diagram into two on-shell sub-diagrams. The map between cut diagrams and

the coloring rules given above is as follows:

z = 0

= 0

. (3.11)

That is, we cut a diagram in two and use black vertices to the left of the cut and white

vertices to the right. Then the cut lines correspond to the on-shell, Wightman propagators.

When we draw general cuts there can be an ambiguity about the assignment of vertices,

i.e. on which side to place which vertices. However, there is only one choice that is non-zero

for a given choice of external momenta. For that reason, we will leave the assignment of

black and white vertices implicit when drawing cut diagrams. In (3.11), if we take the

momentum to run from left to right, then the other possible assignment vanishes.

According to (3.9), we can compute the real or imaginary part of a correlation function

by summing over all cuts of the diagrams. For example, the internal cut of the bubble is

shown in (3.11). Here we are studying correlation functions with off-shell external legs, so

we need to consider the external line cuts as well. These do not reduce the loop order of

the diagram, as can be seen for the bubble,

z = 0
. (3.12)

For the four-point function, which will be our main object of study, we can similarly have

cuts passing through only the external lines,
1)

= 0

= 0

. (3.13)

For the remainder of this section, we will focus on four-point functions.

The external line cuts for 〈T [φφφφ]〉 are trivial in flat space as they simply place the

external momenta on shell, i.e. k2 = −m2 such that k0 ≥ 0.14 As long as the external mo-

menta do not lie exactly on the mass-shell, these cuts vanish. In preparation for AdS/CFT,

where the analogous external cuts are non-trivial, it useful to have a dispersion formula

which depends solely on the internal cuts. As we will demonstrate shortly, the CFT dis-

persion formula [28, 31] meets this criteria for four-point correlators by using the causal

double-commutator as input.

14The terminology “external cut” for 〈T [φφφφ]〉 refers to a cut of a propagator connected to an external

point. We study diagrams for this correlator in particular because the same topologies will appear for

single-trace correlators in holographic CFTs. Nevertheless, the cutting rules can also be studied for more

general correlators of composite operators, such as 〈T [φ2φ2φ2φ2]〉.
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To see why the double-commutator only depends on internal cuts, we study the cut-

ting rules in the kinematics (1.6), where all external momenta are spacelike. In this con-

figuration, external cuts such as (3.13) manifestly vanish. As reviewed in section 2, the

real part of a time-ordered four-point function, Re 〈T [φφφφ]〉, is equivalent to the causal

double-commutator, 〈[φ, φ]A[φ, φ]R〉, in this configuration. The causal double-commutator

with restricted kinematics therefore only has internal cuts. This is the first hint that the

double-commutator is a simpler object to study than the real part of the correlator.

As the external momenta are all spacelike, we can go further: any internal line cut

that leaves one operator to the left or right of the cut must vanish. In other words, the

following class of cuts for a general Feynman diagram F vanish:

F =

O O

0

. (3.14)

The reason is simple — we need to have timelike momenta flowing through a unitarity cut

in order for it to be non-zero. With spacelike external momenta, this cannot happen if

only one external point is to the left or right of the cut. The vanishing of these cuts is

equivalent to terms in (2.1) such as 〈φ(k1)T [φ(k2)φ(k3)φ(k4)]〉 being zero for spacelike ki.

To give examples, the following cuts both give zero in the kinematics (1.6):

=

O O

0

= 0 , . (3.15)

These types of cuts typically vanish when studying amplitudes because on-shell three-point

amplitudes for gluons and gravitons vanish. Here all of our external lines are off-shell and

these cuts vanish due to the choice of external momenta.

Finally, we will consider cuts that split the external legs into pairs, i.e. the s, t, and u-

channel cuts familiar from S-matrix unitarity. In the kinematics (1.6), we have k1+k2 ∈ V+

but k1+k3 and k1+k4 are spacelike. With this choice, only the s-channel cuts are non-zero:

k1

k2 k3

k4

F

. (3.16)
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For example, the following cuts are all non-zero:

k

k k

k

F

. (3.17)

We can now make an explicit connection to the double-commutator. Using the largest-time

equation

−2 ReF (k1, k2, k3, k4) =

2n+m−1∑

q=2

F̂q(k1, k2, k3, k4) , (3.18)

and the identity (2.8), we find

〈[φ(k3), φ(k4)]A[φ(k1), φ(k2)]R〉 =
2n+m−1∑

q=2

F̂q(k1, k2, k3, k4) . (3.19)

In other words, the sum over decorated graphs in the kinematics (1.6) computes the causal

double-commutator. On the right-hand side we have written the full sum over q, but as

emphasized earlier only a few graphs are consistent with momentum conservation.

While we derived (3.19) using the vertex coloring rules, we can summarize the result

more simply. The cut graphs that contribute to the double-commutator 〈[φ, φ]A[φ, φ]R〉 are
determined by working in the kinematics (1.6) and using the following cutting rules:

1. For each Feynman diagram, draw a cut that passes only through internal lines.

For each line that is cut, use the on-shell propagator ∆+(k).

2. For all propagators to the left of the cut, use ∆F (k).

For all propagators to the right of the cut, use ∆∗
F (k).

3. For each internal vertex multiply by ig.

For each vertex to the right of the cut, internal or external, multiply by an addi-

tional −1.

4. Sum over cuts consistent with momentum conservation.

As a reminder, we choose the on-shell propagators ∆+(k) such that the momenta is flowing

across the cut from φ(k1) and φ(k2) to φ(k3) and φ(k4). For cut four-point functions, all

external points come in pairs and we can replace the 3rd rule by:
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3′. For each internal vertex to the left of the cut multiply by ig.

For each internal vertex to the right of the cut multiply by −ig.

However, when studying higher-point functions it will be important to keep track of how

many external points lie to the right of the cut. One can restore the previous vertex coloring

rules by assigning black and white vertices to the left and right of the cut respectively, see

for example (3.11).

We were careful to work with kinematics (1.6) in order to classify the cut diagrams that

contribute to the double-commutator. Once we have classified and computed these cuts, the

argument reviewed in section 2 allows us to analytically continue the final result to general

kinematics. While using spacelike momenta and studying the cutting rules for Re 〈T [φφφφ]〉
are not strictly necessary to derive the cutting rules for the double-commutator, we find

this to be a particularly simple approach.

As an aside, we can also derive the cutting rules by assuming k2i > 0 and applying the

identity

〈T [φ(k3)φ(k4)]T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]〉 = 〈[φ(k3), φ(k4)]A[φ(k1), φ(k2)]R〉 . (3.20)

As we reviewed in section 2, this follows from the positive spectrum condition. Then the

partially time-ordered correlation function on the left can be computed using the Schwinger-

Keldysh rules [33–35, 37, 38] and one arrives at the same set of cutting rules for the double-

commutator.15 In this approach working with spacelike momenta is useful as well: we only

need a single time-fold to compute the left-hand side of (3.20) while for the right-hand side,

for generic momenta, we need two time-folds [38]. We explain how to derive the cutting

rules from the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism in appendix D.

4 Unitarity cuts in AdS/CFT

4.1 Cutting rules

In this section we will generalize the analysis of section 3 to AdSd+1/CFTd, the main

application of interest in this work. The generalization is straightforward as the derivation

of the cutting rules did not rely on the explicit form of the propagators. Instead, it followed

from general features of Lorentzian two-point functions. The cutting rules will therefore

also hold for weakly coupled theories in AdS. Our aim here is to discuss how the cutting

rules generalize, connect to previous work, and give the explicit expressions necessary for

later computations.

We will study a bulk scalar field Φ that has a non-derivative interaction gΦn and is

dual to the boundary scalar operator φ. We work in the Poincaré patch of AdS with the

standard metric

ds2 =
dz2 + ηµνdx

µdxν

z2
, (4.1)

15The relation between the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism and unitarity cuts is also given in section 11

of [37].
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where we again take ηµν to be mostly plus, and z = 0 is the boundary of AdS. Finally, we

will only study the connected Witten diagrams for correlation functions of the single-trace

operator, 〈T [φ(x1) . . . φ(xn)]〉.
We begin by expanding the Feynman bulk-to-bulk propagator G∆(x1, z1;x2, z2) in

terms of the Wightman bulk-to-bulk propagators,

G∆(x1, z1;x2, z2) = 〈T [Φ(x1, z1)Φ(x2, z2)]〉free
= θ(x01 − x02)G

+
∆(x1, z1;x2, z2) + θ(x02 − x01)G

+
∆(x2, z2;x1, z1) , (4.2)

G+
∆(x1, z1;x2, z2) = 〈Φ(x1, z1)Φ(x2, z2)〉free , (4.3)

where ∆ is the scaling dimension of the boundary scalar φ. As in flat space, the Wightman

propagators are defined to be the free-field two-point Wightman functions. These will

again correspond to the on-shell propagators.

We now Fourier transform in the flat xµ directions to use the AdS/CFT momentum-

space propagators. The bulk-to-bulk propagators take the form [88]:

G∆(k, z1, z2) = −i(z1z2)
d
2

∞∫

0

dp p
Jν(pz1)Jν(pz2)

k2 + p2 − iǫ
, (4.4)

G±
∆(k, z1, z2) = π(z1z2)

d
2Jν

(√
−k2z1

)
Jν

(√
−k2z2

)
θ(−k2)θ(±k0) , (4.5)

where Jν is the Bessel function of the first kind and ν = ∆−d/2.16 The bulk-to-boundary

propagator, K∆(k, z), is then defined by taking one point to the boundary:

K∆(k, z) = lim
z′→0

z′−∆G∆(k, z, z
′)

= −i
1

2νΓ(1 + ν)
z

d
2

(√
k2
)ν

Kν

(√
k2z
)
, (4.6)

K±
∆(k, z) =

π

2νΓ(1 + ν)

(√
−k2

)ν
z

d
2Jν

(√
−k2z

)
θ(−k2)θ(±k0) , (4.7)

where Kν is the modified Bessel function of the second kind.17 Here we have given the Feyn-

man bulk-to-boundary propagator K∆(k, z) for spacelike k. When analytically continuing

to timelike momenta, we give k2 a small imaginary part as dictated by the iǫ prescription.

Finally, K±
∆(k, z) are the on-shell, or Wightman, bulk-to-boundary propagators.

We can now repeat the arguments of section 3 with minor changes. For completeness,

we spell them out here. For a Witten diagram W (x1, . . . , xn) with n external (boundary)

16When studying the Euclidean principal series we usually write ∆ = d
2
+ iν, but to be consistent with

previous work on AdS/CFT momentum space we use ∆ = d
2
+ ν.

17In general, we need to work with the regulated bulk-to-boundary propagators [89],

K
δ
∆(k, z) =

(

z

δ

)d/2 Kν

(√
k2z

)

Kν

(√
k2δ

) , (4.8)

where δ ≪ 1 is the cut-off on the z-coordinate. However, for the discussion and examples considered in this

work we can use K∆(k, z) throughout.
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points and m internal (bulk) points, we can define 2n+m new graphs Ŵq(x1, . . . , xn) by

using two types of vertices. We again distinguish them by using white or black dots. The

new decorated graphs are defined as follows:

1. For each internal vertex multiply by ig.

2. For each white vertex, internal or external, multiply by an additional −1.

3. For lines between black vertices in the bulk use G∆(xi, zi;xj , zj).

For lines between white vertices in the bulk use G∗
∆(xi, zi;xj , zj).

For lines between a white vertex at (xi, zi), and a black vertex at (xj , zj), use

G+
∆(xi, zi;xj , zj).

4. If a line ends on the boundary, use the appropriate bulk-to-boundary propagator.

The only difference from the previous section is that we now have two kinds of prop-

agators, depending on whether a point lies on the boundary or in the bulk. Here we

have taken all external points to the boundary in order to study the CFT correlator

〈φ(x1) . . . φ(xn)〉. For a QFT in AdS, we can also study purely bulk correlation func-

tions 〈Φ(x1, z1) . . .Φ(xn, zn)〉. When all external points lie in the bulk, the derivation of

the cutting rules in AdS is exactly the same as in flat space. In this work however we will

focus on CFT correlators.

The largest-time equation in AdS says:

W (x1, . . . , xn) + (−1)nW ∗(x1, . . . , xn) = −
2n+m−1∑

q=2

Ŵq(x1, . . . , xn) , (4.9)

where we pulled out the original graph and its complex conjugate. Restricting to four-point

functions (n = 4) and using the kinematics (1.6), we can again use (1.3) to go from the

real part of a time-ordered correlator to the causal double-commutator. The diagrammatic

expansion for the double-commutator in the configuration (1.6) is:

〈[φ(k3), φ(k4)]A[φ(k1), φ(k2)]R〉 =
2n+m−1∑

q=2

Ŵq(k1, . . . , k4) . (4.10)

Although the right-hand side runs over a large number of terms, only a fewWitten diagrams

are non-zero for our choice of momenta, just as in flat space. To simplify the presentation,

we use the same cutting notation as before:

z = 0

k k=

. (4.11)
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Our assumption that the external momenta are spacelike implies that cuts of bulk-to-

boundary propagators vanish identically. This is consistent with earlier work on unitarity

cuts in AdS/CFT [32, 90], in which it was found that internal cuts compute the “absorptive”

part of the diagram. Using external spacelike momenta also implies the cuts split the

external points into two pairs. For our choice of momenta (1.6), we must have {k1, k2} to

the left of the cut and {k3, k4} to the right. Cuts through internal lines that leave a single

external point on one side of the cut will vanish. In short, the cut structure for Witten

diagrams is exactly the same as for the corresponding Feynman diagrams in flat space.

One difference in comparison to flat space is that external line cuts in AdS are less

restrictive. Cutting through an external line in flat space means an external momentum

must lie on the mass-shell, i.e. k2 = −m2 and k0 ≥ 0. In AdS a cut external line is non-

zero as long as k ∈ V+. Therefore, the external line cuts will contribute to Re 〈T [φφφφ]〉
for general external timelike momenta and furthermore these cuts do not reduce the loop

order of a diagram. By working with spacelike momenta, or by studying the causal double-

commutator, we ensure that only internal cuts are allowed, and these do simplify the

diagram.

The diagrams that contribute to the right-hand side of (4.10) are found from the rules

summarized in section 1, which we repeat here for convenience:

1. Given a Witten diagram, draw a cut such that only bulk-to-bulk propagators are cut.

For each cut propagator use the on-shell propagator G+
∆(k, zi, zj).

2. For all propagators to the left of the cut, use G∆(k, zi, zj).

For all propagators to the right of the cut, use G∗
∆(k, zi, zj).

3. For each internal vertex multiply by ig.

For each vertex to the right of the cut, multiply by an additional −1.

4. Sum over all cuts consistent with momentum conservation.

To revert to the vertex assignment rules, we again use black and white dots for all vertices

to the left and right of the cut respectively, see e.g. (4.11). The rules given in section 1

were specialized to four points, in which case we can ignore factors of −1 from external

points as they always come in pairs. Here we have given the rules for a general n-point

Witten diagram as we will later study cut five-point diagrams.

4.2 AdS transition amplitudes

Our methods rely on using Lorentzian signature, and studying Lorentzian AdS allows us

to interpret the cut diagrams in terms of a sum over states, or equivalently a phase-space

integral. Specifically, we will relate the cut propagators to normalizable solutions to the

bulk equations of motion. This provides another sense in which a cut diagram is on shell

and allows us to make a connection with the CFT optical theorem.

To set the stage, recall the unitarity condition for the flat-space S-matrix:

〈out|Im(T )|in〉 = 〈out|T †T |in〉 . (4.12)
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Inserting a complete set of states, the right-hand side factorizes as

〈out|Im(T )|in〉 =
∑

Ψ

〈out|T †|Ψ〉〈Ψ|T |in〉 . (4.13)

It is well-known that there is a one-to-one map between the allowed unitarity cuts of a

diagram and the physical states |Ψ〉 that can be exchanged. As reviewed earlier, see (2.8),

the CFT statement of unitarity is

−2 Re 〈T [φ(k1)φ(k2)φ(k3)φ(k4)]〉 = 〈T [φ(k3)φ(k4)]T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]〉 , (4.14)

in the momentum configuration (1.6). Once again, the right-hand side factorizes when we

insert a complete set of states. However, it may not be clear what the map is between

the states exchanged and the bulk cutting procedure. In other words, which basis of the

AdS/CFT Hilbert space are we picking out with our cuts? As we will demonstrate, the

natural set of states are the normalizable modes of the Poincaré patch, which are also used

to define Poincaré transition amplitudes [19].

In Lorentzian AdS, the bulk equations of motion have both normalizable and non-

normalizable solutions [91–93]. The normalizable modes are quantized to obtain the bulk

Hilbert space and the non-normalizable modes are classical, non-fluctuating backgrounds.

The bulk normalizable and non-normalizable solutions are dual to boundary states and

sources in the CFT respectively [83, 84]. To find these solutions, we solve the equations of

motion for a scalar Φ,

(�−m2)Φ = 0 , (4.15)

by working in momentum space. For spacelike momenta, k2 > 0, there is a single solution

that is regular in the interior of AdS:

Φ(k, z) = φ0z
d/2Kν(

√
k2z) . (4.16)

For timelike momenta k2 < 0, there are two solutions:

Φ(k, z) = φ0z
d/2Jν(

√
−k2z) , (4.17)

Φ(k, z) = φ0z
d/2Yν(

√
−k2z) . (4.18)

Here J and K are the Bessel functions defined earlier, and Y is a Bessel function of the

second kind. The J solution gives a normalizable mode while the Y and K solutions give

non-normalizable modes. In the limit z → 0, the normalizable solutions scale like z∆ while

the non-normalizable solutions scale like zd−∆. Correlation functions are computed by

choosing non-normalizable modes for all the external legs of the Witten diagram.

The connection between the AdS cutting rules and the Hilbert space can be seen from

a “split representation”. It is well-known that time-ordered bulk-to-bulk propagators in

AdS can be expressed as [17, 72]:

G∆(k, z1, z2) =

∞∫

−∞

dωP (ω,∆)K d
2
+iω(k, z1)K d

2
−iω(k, z2) , (4.19)

P (ω,∆) =
1

ω2 +
(
∆− d

2

)2
ω2

π
. (4.20)
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That is, the Feynman bulk propagator is a spectral integral over the corresponding bulk-

to-boundary propagators. By comparing (4.5) and (4.7), we observe that the on-shell

bulk-to-bulk propagator also has a simple split representation:

G+
∆(k, z1, z2) =

22νΓ(1 + ν)2

π(
√
−k2)2ν

K+
∆(k, z1)K

+
∆(k, z2) . (4.21)

Unlike the split representation for time-ordered propagators, we do not have a spectral

integral.18 We can also identify the overall factor in (4.21) as a boundary, Wightman, two-

point function. Taking both points of the bulk-to-bulk on-shell propagator to the boundary

yields:19

〈〈φ(−k)φ(k)〉〉 = π

22νΓ(1 + ν)2
(
√
−k2)2νθ(−k2)θ(k0) , (4.22)

where we use the notation

〈φ(k1) . . . φ(kn)〉 ≡ (2π)dδd(k1 + . . .+ kn)〈〈φ(k1) . . . φ(kn)〉〉 . (4.23)

As before, ∆ = d/2 + ν is the dimension of the boundary scalar φ. We can then write the

on-shell propagator as:20

G+
∆(k, z1, z2) = K+

∆(k, z1)
1

〈〈φ(−k)φ(k)〉〉K
+
∆(k, z2) . (4.24)

As shown in (4.7), K+
∆(k, z) ∼ J (

√
−k2z), and so the bulk-to-bulk on-shell propagator

factorizes into a product of normalizable modes. We can now see explicitly that cut-

ting bulk-to-bulk propagators inside a Witten diagram produces two sub-diagrams glued

together via on-shell bulk-to-boundary propagators with the correct normalization. The

on-shell condition restricts the momentum k to lie in the forward lightcone, V+, and this

turns the momentum integral into a phase space integral. Finally, dividing by the two-point

CFT Wightman function gives the correct normalization for the exchanged states.

The relation between the bulk and boundary descriptions of unitarity becomes clear

when we work in terms of the “transition amplitudes”, 〈Ψq′ |T [φ(k1) . . . φ(kn)]|Ψq〉 [19].21

In the Poincaré patch, the states are defined via boundary conditions on the past and

future Poincaré horizons. For the transition amplitudes studied here, the states |Ψq〉 and
〈Ψq′ | are defined in terms of a collection of normalizable modes with momenta q1, . . . , qr

18The split representation (4.19) is the basis of the Euclidean analysis in [32, 71]. There, putting a line

on shell corresponds to closing the ω integral on the pole in P (ω,∆). This produces bulk-to-boundary

propagators of dimension ∆ and d − ∆, so the OPE of the resulting diagram has unphysical “shadow”

operators. Projecting these out yields the double-commutator. The Lorentzian split representation (4.21)

uses the on-shell propagators, so this projection is not required.
19Here we are dropping analytic terms in k that contribute to contact terms in position space.
20Another way to derive this is to consider the two-point Wightman function in free-field theory,

〈Φ(k1, z1)Φ(k2, z2)〉free, and expand the fields in terms of creation and annihilation operators for the nor-

malizable Poincaré modes [19].
21While transition amplitudes are the standard name in AdS/CFT, these are more precisely the analogues

of flat space form factors.
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and q′1, . . . , q
′
s such that qi, q

′
j ∈ V+. The qi and q′j are incoming and outgoing momenta

respectively. In practice, these transition amplitudes are computed by replacing some of

the time-ordered bulk-to-boundary propagators in a standard Witten diagram with the

corresponding on-shell propagators, i.e. the normalizable modes [83, 84]. From (4.24),

we see that cutting a bulk-to-bulk propagator produces sub-diagrams with normalizable

external lines. To be concrete, we can consider the cut of a tree-level exchange diagram in

Φ3 theory,

k k

Z

V+

d
d
k

hO(�k)O(k)ibub =

⇤

†

k k=

. (4.25)

The dotted lines on the right-hand side of (4.25) are the on-shell bulk-to-boundary prop-

agators, K+
∆(k, z), while the undotted lines are the corresponding Feynman propagators,

K∆(k, z). Following the cutting rules, we also complex conjugate the three-point Witten

diagram to the right of the cut. Specifically, we find:

−2 ReW ′
φ,exch(k1, . . . , k4) = g2

∞∫

0

dz1dz2

zd+1
1 zd+1

2

K∆(k1, z1)K∆(k2, z1)G
+
∆(k1 + k2, z1, z2)

K∗
∆(k3, z2)K

∗
∆(k4, z2), (4.26)

where the prime means we drop the overall momentum conserving δ-function,

W (k1, . . . , k4) = (2π)dδd(k1 + . . .+ k4)W
′(k1, . . . , k4) . (4.27)

Using (4.24) we can rewrite this as

−2 ReW ′
φ,exch(k1, . . . , k4) = g2

∞∫

0

dz1dz2

zd+1
1 zd+1

2

K∆(k1, z1)K∆(k2, z1)K
+
∆(k1 + k2, z1) (4.28)

1

〈〈φ(−k1−k2)φ(k1+k2)〉〉
K+

∆(k1+k2, z2)K
∗
∆(k3, z2)K

∗
∆(k4, z2) .

Denoting the three-point transition amplitude as

R3−pt(k1, k2|k) = ig

∞∫

0

dz

zd+1
K∆(k1, z)K∆(k2, z)K

+
∆(k, z) , (4.29)

we see that the cut Witten diagram is a product of transition amplitudes:

− 2 ReW ′
φ,exch(k1, . . . , k4)

= R3−pt(k1, k2|k1 + k2)
1

〈〈φ(−(k1 + k2))φ(k1 + k2)〉〉
R∗

3−pt(k3, k4|k1 + k2) . (4.30)
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The final result and ordering agree with inserting a resolution of the identity in the right-

hand side of (4.14). Specifically, we can insert a complete set of single-particle states, which

we label as |Ψk〉, into (4.14) to find:

〈T [φ(k3)φ(k4)]T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]〉 =
∫

V+

ddk

(2π)d
〈0|T [φ(k3)φ(k4)]|Ψk〉〈Ψk|T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]|0〉

〈Ψk|Ψk〉

=

∫

V+

ddk

(2π)d
〈Ψk|T [φ(k3)φ(k4)]|0〉∗〈Ψk|T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]|0〉

〈Ψk|Ψk〉
.

(4.31)

We can restrict to single-particle states because we are working at tree-level in the AdS

theory. The result from the cutting rules (4.30) and from inserting a complete set of

states (4.31) then agree due to the relations,

〈Ψk|T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]|0〉 = (2π)dδd(k + k1 + k2)R3−pt(k1, k2|k) , (4.32)

〈Ψk|Ψk〉 = (2π)d〈〈φ(−k)φ(k)〉〉 . (4.33)

This example shows that the cutting rules for Witten diagrams, which were derived using

purely diagrammatic identities, have a simple correspondence with transition amplitudes

defined between states on the Poincaré horizons.

The definition we have used for the transition amplitudes is perturbative in nature,

as they are defined directly via Witten diagrams. In principle, one can also give a non-

perturbative definition for Poincaré transition amplitudes via correlation functions in global

AdS. We will not need this definition and will instead point the reader to [19, 58] for more

details.

4.3 Higher-point functions

In this section we will briefly discuss the cutting rules for higher-point functions. We start

by using the CFT optical theorem (2.1) for general points [75]:

〈T [φ(x1) . . . φ(xn)]〉+ (−1)n〈T [φ(x1) . . . φ(xn)]〉

= −
n−1∑

r=1

(−1)r
∑

σ∈Π(r,n−r)

〈T [φ(xσ1) . . . φ(xσr)]T [φ(xσr+1) . . . φ(xσn)]〉 , (4.34)

where we recall Π(r, n− r) is the set of partitions of {1, . . . , n} into two sets of size r and

n− r. This relation tells us that the (real) imaginary parts of (even) odd-point correlators

can be expressed in terms of lower-point correlators. We can then factorize the right-hand

side by using a resolution of the identity.

Next, we use that the cutting rules given in sections 3 and 4 also compute the real and

imaginary piece for even and odd-point functions, respectively. In the cutting rules, this

happens because there is a factor of (−1) for each external point to the right of the cut.

For general n-point Witten diagrams we find

W (x1, . . . , xn) + (−1)nW ∗(x1, . . . , xn) = −
2n+m−1∑

q=2

Ŵq(x1, . . . , xn) . (4.35)
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This result is expected, as one can also derive (4.35) directly from (4.34) using the Schwinger-

Keldysh rules.

In section 2 we used a special choice of kinematics to relate Re 〈T [φφφφ]〉 to a double-

commutator. The motivation there was to make a connection with the Lorentzian inver-

sion formula [28, 79, 80], where the same double-commutator appears. For higher-point

functions the corresponding inversion formula is not known, but certain kinematics still

simplify (4.34). One natural choice is to set all the external momenta to be spacelike,

k2i > 0. Then the terms with r = 1 and n − 1 vanish in (4.34) since φ(ki)|0〉 = 0 with

this choice. At the level of Witten diagrams, this choice of momenta sets the external cuts

to zero.

As an example, we can consider a five-point function with the following kinematics:

k2i > 0, (ki + kj)
2 > 0, except k1 + k2 ∈ V+ . (4.36)

In this case,

−2iIm 〈T [φ(k1) . . . φ(k5)]〉 = 〈T [φ(k3)φ(k4)φ(k5)]T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]〉 . (4.37)

Next, we will look at the allowed cuts for an individual Witten diagram. Given the restric-

tive kinematics we have chosen, the momentum flowing through a cut has to be equal to

k1 + k2. For example, for the following five-point tree-level diagram,

k1

k2 k3

k4

k5

(4.38)

only the above cut is non-zero. Defining the three and four-point transition amplitudes as

R3−pt(k1, k2|k) = ig

∞∫

0

dz

zd+1
K∆(k1, z)K∆(k2, z)K

+
∆(k, z) , (4.39)

R4−pt(k3, k4, k5|k) = −g2
∞∫

0

dz1dz2

zd+1
1 zd+2

2

K+
∆(k, z1)K∆(k5, z1)G∆(k + k5, z1, z2)

K∆(k3, z2)K∆(k4, z2) , (4.40)

we find, in the kinematics (4.36), that

− 2i Im 〈T [φ(k1) . . . φ(k5)]〉

=
1

〈〈φ(−(k1 + k2))φ(k1 + k2)〉〉
R3−pt(k1, k2|k1 + k2)R∗

4−pt(k3, k4, k5|k1 + k2) . (4.41)
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We see that the cut five-point diagram can be written as the product of two transition

amplitudes, in agreement with our previous analysis.

An important open question is: what is the minimal set of reduced correlators that we

need to know in order to reconstruct the full five-point function? At four points we can

choose spacelike momenta to reduce Re 〈T [φφφφ]〉 to double-commutators. There are three

double-commutators we can consider, but the Lorentzian inversion formula [28] shows that

two of them are sufficient to reconstruct the full correlator. It would be interesting to

answer this question at higher points and understand the connection to the cutting rules

presented here.

5 Applications to Witten diagrams

In this section we check our cutting rules in a variety of ways. At tree level, we confirm

that our cutting rules agree with the discontinuity of the full Witten diagram. By using the

momentum-space OPE [94, 95], we will relate the bulk cut structure to the spectrum of the

dual CFT and find agreement with previous work on the OPE limit of Witten diagrams.

Finally, by studying tree and loop examples, we show that cut AdS diagrams become the

corresponding cut flat space diagrams in the flat space limit. This gives evidence that the

flat space limit of the AdS Cutkosky are the corresponding S-matrix rules.

5.1 OPE and flat space limits

OPE in momentum space. In this section we study how the bulk cutting procedure in

the Poincaré patch is related to the standard boundary OPE. We begin with the relation

−2 Re 〈T [φ(k1)φ(k2)φ(k3)φ(k4)]〉 = 〈T [φ(k3)φ(k4)]T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]〉 , (5.1)

which holds in the configuration (1.6). To find the Lorentzian OPE [75–77, 94], we will

insert a complete set of states between the pairs of ordered operators. Specifically, we

will use

I = |0〉〈0|+
∑

O

∫

V+

ddk

(2π)d
P∆O

µ1...µℓ,ν1...νℓ
(k)|Oµ1...µℓ(k)〉〈Oν1...νℓ(−k)| , (5.2)

where the sum runs over all the local primary operators O of the boundary CFT. The

explicit form of the projector is

P∆
µ1...µℓ,ν1...νℓ

(k) =
(−k2)d/2−∆

C∆

ℓ∑

n=0

2nℓ!(∆− d
2)n

n!(ℓ− n)!(∆− ℓ− d+ 2)n
(
1

ℓ!

kµ1kν1 . . . kµnkνn
(−k2)n

ηµn+1νn+1 . . . ηµℓνℓ + perms− traces

)
. (5.3)

The tensor P∆
µ1...µℓ,ν1...νℓ

(k) is what appears in the two-point function for the shadow oper-

ator Õd−∆,ℓ, i.e. for a fictitious operator of dimension d−∆ and spin ℓ. The factor CO is
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related to the normalization of the two-point function and is given by22

C∆ =
2d−2∆π

Γ
(
−d

2 +∆+ 1
)2 . (5.4)

Finally, using (5.2) gives the momentum-space OPE [94]

〈〈T [φ(k3)φ(k4)]T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]〉〉 =
∑

O

〈〈T [φ(k3)φ(k4)]Oµ1...µℓ(k1 + k2)〉〉 (5.5)

× P∆O

µ1...µℓ,ν1...νℓ
(k)〈〈Oν1...νℓ(−k1 − k2)T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]〉〉 .

As a reminder, the 〈〈. . .〉〉 notation means that we drop the overall momentum-conserving

δ-function. To relate the bulk cutting rules to the momentum-space OPE, we will study

Witten diagrams in the limit that the exchanged momentum goes to zero, k1 + k2 → 0. In

this limit, we have [94]:

〈〈O(−k1 − k2)T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]〉〉 ∼ (−(k1 + k2)
2)∆O−d/2(k21 − iǫ)∆−∆O/2−d/2 . (5.6)

The exchange of the operator O therefore gives the scaling

〈〈T [φ(k3)φ(k4)]T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]〉〉
∣∣∣∣
O

∼ (−(k1 + k2)
2)∆O−d/2 , (5.7)

where we used that the projector scales as P∆
µ1...µℓ,ν1...νℓ

(k) ∼ (−k2)d/2−∆. Using this zero-

momentum limit, we will show that there is a correspondence between the cut lines of a

Witten diagram and the operators that appear in the boundary OPE. That is, if we can

perform a cut in which only a single propagator for the bulk scalar Φ is cut, then its dual

operator φ must appear in the boundary OPE. Similarly, if we can cut multiple Φ lines

then the corresponding multi-trace operator built from φ must appear in the OPE.

The correspondence between bulk cuts and boundary operators is expected, both from

previous work on AdS/CFT unitarity [32, 69, 90, 96, 97] and from the previous discussion

on cut graphs and Poincaré transition amplitudes. However, one subtlety is that our

derivation of the cutting rules is based on quantizing the AdS theory on slices of constant

Poincaré time. This is why there is a simple map between the cuts of a diagram and the

Poincaré transition amplitudes. On the other hand, in order to study the OPE we quantize

the CFT using radial quantization, which is dual to quantizing the AdS theory on slices

of constant global time. We therefore do not expect that our Poincaré cuts necessarily

isolate the dual single- or multi-trace operator in the boundary OPE. Instead, we will give

evidence for a weaker but still useful statement: the existence of a bulk cut implies the

existence of the corresponding single- or multi-trace operators in the boundary OPE.

We begin by studying the simplest non-trivial case, the exchange Witten diagram,

which is given in (4.25)–(4.26) and for convenience is reproduced below,

−2 ReW ′
φ,exch(k1, . . . , k4) =

∞∫

0

dz1dz2

zd+1
1 zd+1

2

K∆(k1, z1)K∆(k2, z1)G
+
∆(k1 + k2, z1, z2)

K∗
∆(k3, z2)K

∗
∆(k4, z2) . (5.8)

22To compare with eqn 2.15 of [77] we note that the operators there are unit normalized, 〈O∆,ℓ|O∆,ℓ〉 = 1,

while here we have 〈O∆,ℓ|O∆,ℓ〉 = (ℓ+∆−1)Γ(∆)

2πd/2(∆−1)Γ(∆+1−d/2)
.
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The tree diagram will be a useful example for seeing the cutting rules in action and un-

derstanding the structure in more general diagrams. As expected, we will show that the

boundary OPE of (5.8) involves only the exchange of the single-trace operator φ and its

descendants [28].

To understand how the scaling (5.7) emerges, we will study the limit k1 + k2 → 0

under the z integrals.23 From (5.8), we see that the dependence on k1 + k2 comes from

the on-shell bulk-to-bulk propagator. In the zero-momentum limit, the propagator takes

the form

G+
∆(k, z1, z2) ≈

π

22νΓ(1 + ν)2
(z1z2)

∆(−k2)∆−d/2 , (5.9)

where we used the explicit expression (4.5). Substituting this into (5.8) and comparing

to (5.7) confirms the expected scaling due to φ exchange.

We next study the bubble diagram, drawn in (4.11), in the same limit. As we are

performing a two-particle cut, we expect that by taking the limit k1 + k2 → 0 we will see

the exchange of the double-trace operators [φφ]n,J in the boundary OPE. The double-traces

have the form

[φφ]n,J = φ∂µ1 . . . ∂µJφ− traces , (5.10)

∆n,J = 2∆+ 2n+ J . (5.11)

We will study the leading OPE contribution, which is governed by the exchange of the

scalar [φφ]0,0 with dimension 2∆. The full expression for the cut bubble is

−2 ReW ′
bubble(k1, . . . , k4) =

∫

V+

ddℓ

(2π)d

∞∫

0

dz1dz2

zd+1
1 zd+1

2

K∆(k1, z1)K∆(k2, z1)G
+
∆(ℓ, z1, z2)

G+
∆(k1 + k2 − ℓ, z1, z2)K

∗
∆(k3, z2)K

∗
∆(k4, z2) . (5.12)

We will take the limit k1+k2 → 0 with k1+k2 ∈ V+. The above expression involves on-shell

propagators that are non-zero only for k1 + k2 − ℓ ∈ V+ and ℓ ∈ V+. These conditions

imply that when k1 + k2 → 0, we must also have ℓ → 0. That is, the integration region

for the phase space integral is bounded by the size of the incoming momenta. To see this

explicitly, we write

k1 + k2 = v + ℓ, v ∈ V+ . (5.13)

Squaring both sides yields

(k1 + k2)
2 = v2 + 2v · ℓ+ ℓ2 . (5.14)

As v, ℓ ∈ V+, each term on the right-hand side is negative. Taking k1 + k2 → 0 then

requires that v, ℓ → 0 as well. When we take this limit, we therefore find that each on-shell

23In section 5.2 we will show the expected scaling emerges when we perform the z integrals first.
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propagator scales like (−(k1+ k2)
2)∆−d/2 while the shrinking phase-space integral gives an

extra factor of (−(k1 + k2)
2)d/2. Putting this together, we find the expected scaling:

−2 ReW ′
bubble(k1, . . . , k4) ∼ (−(k1 + k2)

2)2∆−d/2 . (5.15)

This pattern continues at higher loops: when we cut n lines, we find the expected scaling

for an n-trace operator. For each propagator we cut, we have a factor of (−(k1+k2)
2)∆−d/2

and for each loop momentum in a cut line we find a factor of (−(k1 + k2)
2)d/2 from the

loop measure.

Flat space limit. Studying the flat space limit together with our cutting rules will

provide another non-trivial consistency check. As we are working in the Poincaré patch,

we will use the flat space limit given in [18], which we review here. To define this limit, we

write the Witten diagram as an independent function of the momenta ki and their norms

|ki| ≡
√
k2,

W (k1, |k1|, . . . , k4, |k4|) . (5.16)

We will assume the d-dimensional momentum k is spacelike and then define a (d + 1)-

dimensional null vector,

k̃ = (k, i|k|) . (5.17)

If we define the total energy as

ET =
∑

i

|ki| , (5.18)

then the flat-space amplitude comes from a total energy pole of the Witten diagram,

M(k̃1, . . . , k̃4) ∝ lim
ET→0

(ET )
αW (k1, |k1|, . . . , k4, |k4|) . (5.19)

In general, the exact strength of the pole and proportionality factor depend on the loop

order and the theory.24

In the physical region, all |ki| are positive for k spacelike and we do not have access to

the total energy pole. To reach this pole, we instead treat the |ki| as independent complex

variables and analytically continue in them.25 However, to obtain null momenta in the flat

space limit, we still need to impose that |ki|2 = ki · ki before taking the flat space limit.

The procedure is then: we first analytically continue in some of the |ki| to flip their signs

and then take the limit ET → 0. By using (5.17), we recover the flat-space amplitude with

complexified (d + 1)-dimensional momenta. This flat space limit originates from the fact

that the total energy pole comes from the z → ∞ limit of the AdS integration, where the

24For related work on dS correlators see e.g. [50–54, 56].
25This analytic continuation is distinct from the one used to go from spacelike to timelike momenta, where

the iǫ prescription determines how to approach the branch cut at k2 < 0 and |k| is not an independent

variable. Instead one keeps |k| =
√
k2, which is imaginary for timelike momenta.
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AdS integrand takes the same form as the flat-space integrand. Comparing the AdS and

flat-space expressions fixes the coefficient of |k| in (5.17) [18].

To be concrete, we can consider a conformally-coupled scalar in AdS, which is dual

to a boundary scalar of dimension ∆c = 1
2(d + 1). The flat-space amplitude is then the

residue of the total energy pole,

W (k1, |k1|, . . . , k4, |k4|) =
M(k̃1, . . . , k̃4)

ET
+ . . . , (5.20)

where the omitted terms are regular at ET = 0.

Before performing any analytic continuation in |ki|, we find

ReW (k1, |k1|, . . . , k4, |k4|) =
ReM(k̃1, . . . , k̃4)

ET
+ . . . (5.21)

and so we identify the discontinuity of the flat space tree-level amplitude as the coefficient

of a total energy pole in ReW . One simple way to understand this limit is to write the

real part of the CFT correlator as

2 Re 〈T [φφφφ]〉 = 〈T [φφφφ]〉+ 〈T [φφφφ]〉 . (5.22)

We can then take the flat space limit of each correlator on the right-hand side individually.

The flat space limit of the time-ordered correlator gives matrix elements for iT [16, 98]

while the flat space limit of the anti-time-ordered correlator gives matrix elements for −iT †.

Their sum is then the natural object to study whose flat space limit yields Im(T ). We

then see from (1.3) that for certain kinematics the total energy pole in the causal double-

commutator computes the discontinuity of a flat space amplitude [70, 99, 100]. We will

verify this explicitly in the following sections.

5.2 Four-point scalar exchange

To make the previous discussions more concrete, we will now consider explicit examples

of cut Witten diagrams. For simplicity, we consider diagrams with external conformally-

coupled scalars φc with dimension ∆c = 1
2(d + 1). When calculating the real part of a

four-point Witten diagram, we will always work in the kinematics (1.6). Computing the

real part of a diagram is then equivalent to taking a discontinuity with respect to k212
across the branch cut at k212 < 0. In contrast to the flat space limit, when computing

this discontinuity we impose that |ki| =
√

k2i and similarly for kij . Here we have defined

kij = ki + kj .

One benefit of using conformally-coupled scalars is that the bulk-to-boundary propa-

gator takes a simple form,

K∆c(k, z) = −iz
d−1
2 e−|k|z . (5.23)

First, we will consider an exchange diagram for 〈φcφcφcφc〉 where the exchanged scalar O
has arbitrary dimension ∆O:

−2 ReW ′
O,exch(k1, . . . , k4) = g2

∫
dz1dz2

zd+1
1 zd+1

2

K∆c(k1, z1)K∆c(k2, z1)G
+
∆O

(k12, z1, z2)

K∗
∆c

(k3, z2)K
∗
∆c

(k4, z2) . (5.24)
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The z integrals can be evaluated and we find

−2 ReW ′
O,exch(k1, . . . , k4) = g2

π2d−2∆OΓ(∆O − 1)2

Γ
(
−d

2 +∆O + 1
)2

(−k212)
∆O− d

2 θ(−k2)θ(k0)

((|k1|+ |k2|)(|k3|+ |k4|))∆O−1

2F1

(
∆O − 1

2
,
∆O

2
;∆O − d

2
+ 1;

k212
(|k1|+ |k2|)2

)

2F1

(
∆O − 1

2
,
∆O

2
;∆O − d

2
+ 1;

k212
(|k3|+ |k4|)2

)
. (5.25)

We see that when k212 → 0, the Witten diagram scales like

−2 ReW ′
O,exch(k1, . . . , k4) ∼ (−k212)

∆O− d
2 , (5.26)

which corresponds to the exchange of O in the boundary CFT. Expanding the 2F1 hyper-

geometric functions yields additional powers that correspond to descendants of O. We use

the notation k212 instead of |k1 + k2|2 to make the analytic continuation in these variables

clearer. This will also distinguish them from |ki|, which are analytically continued to obtain

the flat space limit.

To verify that our cutting rules give −2 ReW , we will consider a case where the Witten

diagram can be computed in full and then take its discontinuity. One simple example is

d = 5 and ∆O = ∆c = 3. Assuming ki and k12 are spacelike, we find

W ′
φc,exch(k1, . . . , k4) =

∞∫

0

dz1dz2

∞∫

0

dp
2ig2

π

sin(pz1) sin(pz2)e
−(|k1|+|k2|)z1−(|k3|+|k4|)z2

(
k212 + p2

)

=

∞∫

0

dp
2ig2

π

p2(
k212 + p2

)
((|k1|+ |k2|)2 + p2) ((|k3|+ |k4|)2 + p2)

=
ig2(√

k212 + |k1|+ |k2|
)(√

k212 + |k3|+ |k4|
)
(|k1|+ |k2|+ |k3|+ |k4|)

.

(5.27)

Next, to go to the kinematics (1.6) we need to take k212 < 0. From (5.27) we see that there

is a square root branch cut for timelike k12. To compute the discontinuity across the cut,

we take the difference between taking k212 negative and real from below and above the real

line in the complex k212 plane. This yields

−2 ReW ′
φc,exch(k1, . . . , k4) =

2g2
√

−k212(
k212 − (|k1|+ |k2|)2

) (
k212 − (|k3|+ |k4|)2

) . (5.28)

This agrees with the cutting rules (5.24) when we set d = 5 and O = φc.

Next, we study the flat space limit for the exchange diagram. The total energy pole

in (5.27) appears explicitly, and its residue gives the flat space amplitude:

lim
ET→0

ET W ′
φc,exch(k1, . . . , k4) = − ig2

s
, (5.29)
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where we identified the flat space Mandelstam invariant

s = (|k1|+ |k2|)2 − k212 . (5.30)

By contrast, the real part of the Witten diagram as given in (5.28) does not have a total

energy pole and then appears to vanish in the flat space limit. In order to capture the

discontinuity of the flat space amplitude (5.29), which is given by δ(s), we need to imple-

ment the iǫ prescription more carefully when analytically continuing the norms |ki|. To see

how the δ-function emerges in the flat space limit, it will be convenient to use regulated

δ-functions in the cut propagators:

G+,ǫ
∆ (k, z1, z2) = 2π(z1z2)

d
2

∞∫

0

dp pJν(pz1)Jν(pz2)δ
ǫ(k2 + p2)θ(k0)θ(−k2) , (5.31)

δǫ(x) =
1

π

ǫ

x2 + ǫ2
. (5.32)

Using this expression for the on-shell propagator in the cut tree-diagram gives

− 2 ReW ′
φc,exch(k1, . . . , k4)

=

∞∫

0

dp
4g2

π

p2

((|k1|+ |k2|)2 + p2) ((|k3|+ |k4|)2 + p2)

ǫ((
k212 + p2

)2
+ ǫ2

) . (5.33)

As the integrand is symmetric under p → −p, we can extend the p integration to (−∞,∞)

and evaluate the integral by closing the contour in the upper-half of the complex p plane.

We observe that there are four poles:

p = i(|k1|+ |k2|) , (5.34)

p = i(|k3|+ |k4|) , (5.35)

p = −
√
−k212 − iǫ , (5.36)

p =
√

−k212 + iǫ . (5.37)

Picking up the poles (5.34) and (5.35) will lead to a total energy pole in the final answer

while the poles (5.36) and (5.37) will reproduce our earlier expression, which does not

contain a total energy pole. Closing the p contour and taking the limit ET → 0 before

taking ǫ → 0 then yields the expected result:

lim
ǫ→0

lim
ET→0

−2ET ReW ′
φc,exch(k1, . . . , k4) = lim

ǫ→0

2ǫg2

ǫ2 +
(
(|k1|+ |k2|)2 − k212

)2 θ(k
0
12)

= 2πg2δ(s)θ(k012) . (5.38)

We see that when sitting on a total energy pole, the real part of the AdS/CFT correlator

reorganizes itself into a cut flat space amplitude.

One noteworthy aspect of this flat space limit is that on the ET = 0 pole, the norms

of the CFT momenta are identified with an emergent (d+ 1)th component of the external
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momenta. Heuristically, these norms can be thought of as the “radial” momenta in the

AdS dual. We see from (5.30) that the emergent component can be identified with the

energy of the respective particle in flat space. An emergent energy variable is natural in

the study of dS correlators, where we expect to see bulk time emerge from the study of

purely spatial correlators [45, 50]. Here we are working in Lorentzian AdS, which already

has a notion of time and energy, and the extra component is more naturally identified with

a complex spatial momentum.

5.3 Four-point gauge boson exchange

We will now repeat the previous analysis for Yang-Mills in AdS to illustrate the process for

spinning fields. We will compute the cut of the Yang-Mills exchange diagram, both from

the cutting rules and by taking a discontinuity of the full diagram.

Following [57, 58] we work in the axial gauge Aa
z = 0, where a is the color index.

Throughout this section we drop the color indices, although it is straightforward to restore

them. In the axial gauge, ǫ · k = 0 for physical bulk modes, where ǫ is the polarization

vector.26 The Yang-Mills bulk-to-bulk propagators are

GYM
µν (k, z1, z2) = −i(z1z2)

d−2
2

∞∫

0

dp p
J d−2

2
(pz1)J d−2

2
(pz2)

k2 + p2 − iǫ
Pµν(k, p) , (5.39)

GYM,±
µν (k, z1, z2) = π(z1z2)

d−2
2 J d−2

2
(pz1)J d−2

2
(pz2)Pµν(k,

√
−k2)θ(−k2)θ(±k0) , (5.40)

where we have defined the tensor

Pµν(k, p) = ηµν +
kµkν
p2

. (5.41)

Taking one point to the boundary, we then find the bulk-to-boundary propagators27

KYM
µν (k, z) = −i

1

Γ(d2)2
d/2−1

(
√
k2z)

d−2
2 K d−2

2
(
√
k2z)Pµν(k,

√
−k2) , (5.42)

KYM,±
µν (k, z) =

π

Γ(d2)2
d/2−1

(
√
k2z)

d−2
2 J d−2

2
(
√
k2z)Pµν(k,

√
−k2)θ(−k2)θ(±k0) . (5.43)

We see in (5.39), (5.42), and (5.43) that the factor Pµν(k,
√
−k2) projects onto directions

orthogonal to k.28 The on-shell bulk-to-bulk propagator therefore factorizes into a product

of on-shell bulk-to-boundary propagators. This is the same structure we saw earlier for

scalar propagators in section 4.2. Finally, the cubic vertex is

Vµνρ(k1, k2, k3) =
i√
2
(ηµν(k1 − k2)

ρ + ηνρ(k2 − k3)
µ + ηρµ(k3 − k1)

ν) , (5.44)

26We hope it is clear from context where ǫ stands for a polarization vector and where it gives the iǫ

prescription for time-ordered propagators.
27To obtain the bulk-to-boundary propagator, we have dropped terms analytic in k that contribute to

contact terms in position space.
28In [58] the factor Pµν(k,−k2) is not included in the bulk-to-boundary propagators as the condition

ǫ · k = 0 is imposed on the external polarizations.
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which takes the same form as the flat-space vertex factor. The full tree-level exchange

diagram is then:29

WYM
exch,µ1...µ4

(k1, k2, k3, k4)= g2
∫

dz1dz2

zd+1
1 zd+1

2

KYM
µ1ν1(k1, z1)K

YM
µ2ν2(k2, z1)z

4
1Vν1ν2ρ(k1, k2, k12)

GYM
ρσ (k12, z1, z2)z

4
2Vν3ν4σ(k3, k4,−k12)K

YM
µ3ν3(k3, z2)K

YM
µ4ν4(k4, z2) .

(5.45)

To make the notation more compact, we will contract the external indices with polarization

vectors

WYM
exch(k1, k2, k3, k4) = ǫµ1

1 . . . ǫµ4
4 WYM

exch,µ1...µ4
(k1, k2, k3, k4) . (5.46)

The condition ǫi ·ki = 0 trivializes the projector in the bulk-to-boundary propagators (5.42)

and (5.43). Finally, by specializing to d = 3 one can perform the p and z integrals in

closed form. This computation was carried out in [64] so, accounting for differences in

normalization, we will quote the final result:

WYM
exch(k1, k2, k3, k4) =− ig2

V12ρ(k1, k2,−k12)V34σ(k3, k4, k12)

(
√

k212 + |k1|+ |k2|)(
√

k212 + |k3|+ |k4|)ET(
ηρσ +

(
√

k212 + ET )(k12)ρ(k12)σ√
k212(|k1|+ |k2|)(|k3|+ |k4|)

)
, (5.47)

where V12ρ = (ǫ1)µ(ǫ2)νVµνρ. As a consistency check, we can take the flat space limit:

lim
ET→0

ET WYM
exch(k1, k2, k3, k4) =

ig2

s
V12ρ(k1, k2,−k12)V34σ(k3, k4, k12)

(
ηρσ − (k12)ρ(k12)σ

(k12 · n)2
)

, (5.48)

where n = (0, 0, 0, 1). This matches the flat-space amplitude, where we recall the vertices

Vµνρ only have indices in the first three directions.

We can now compute the real part of (5.47) by taking the discontinuity and using the

cutting rules applied to spinning particles. Using the cutting rules yields

−2ReWYM
exch,µ1...µ4

(k1, k2, k3, k4) =− g2
∫

dz1dz2

zd+1
1 zd+1

2

KYM
µ1ν1(k1, z1)K

YM
µ2ν2(k2, z1)

Vν1ν2ρ(k1, k2, k12)G
+YM
ρσ (k12, z1, z2)Vν3ν4σ(k3, k4,−k12)

K∗YM
µ3ν3 (k3, z2)K

∗YM
µ4ν4 (k4, z2) , (5.49)

where the overall minus sign on the right-hand side comes because the vertices include a

factor of i. Evaluating the z integrals and contracting with the polarization vectors gives

−2ReWYM
exch(k1, k2, k3, k4) =− 2g2

√
−k212

(k212 − (|k1|+ |k2|)2)(k212 − (|k3|+ |k4|)2)

V12ρ(k1, k2, k12)V34σ(k3, k4,−k12)

(
ηρσ − k12,ρk12,σ

k212

)
. (5.50)

29The factors of z4i come from using the inverse metric to contract the vertices and propagators.
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This agrees with a direct calculation of the real piece by analytically continuing (5.47)

to timelike momenta, k212 < 0, and computing the discontinuity across the cut. With

the exception of the polarization dependence, the analysis is the same as the scalar case

considered in the previous section.

5.4 Five-point tree

The analysis for higher-point tree diagrams is similar to the four-point case. As an example,

we consider the five-point tree shown in (4.38) and use conformally coupled scalars φc in

d = 5. The five-point tree-diagram is

W ′
5-pt(k1, . . . , k5) =(ig)3

∫
dz1dz2dz3

zd+1
1 zd+1

2 zd+1
3

K∆c(k1, z1)K∆c(k2, z1)G∆c(k12, z1, z2)

K∆c(k5, z2)G∆c(k3 + k4, z2, z3)K∆c(k3, z3)K∆c(k4, z3)

∣∣∣∣
∆c=3,d=5

.

(5.51)

To check the cutting rules, we use the five-point kinematics given in (4.36), that is we

choose k1+k2 ∈ V+, k3+k4+k5 ∈ V−, and take all the other invariants to be spacelike. In

this configuration the only non-zero cut places G∆c(k12, z1, z2) on shell, as shown in (4.38).

Using the cutting rules, we have

−2i ImW ′
5-pt(k1, . . . , k5)= ig3

∫
dz1dz2dz3

zd+1
1 zd+1

2 zd+1
3

K∆c(k1, z1)K∆c(k2, z1)G
+
∆c

(k12, z1, z2)

K∗
∆c

(k5, z2)G
∗
∆c

(k3+k4, z2, z3)K
∗
∆c

(k3, z3)K
∗
∆c

(k4, z3)

∣∣∣∣
∆c=3,d=5

.

(5.52)

As a reminder, we have a factor of (ig) for the vertex to the left of the cut, a factor of

(−ig)2 for the two vertices to the right of the cut, and finally an overall (−1) because

we have an odd number of external points to the right of cut. Performing the z integrals

yields:

−2i ImW ′
5-pt(k1, . . . , k5) =− 8g3

|k5||k3 + k4|
√

−k212(
2|k5|2(k212 − k234) + (k212 + k234)

2 + |k5|4
)

1(
(|k1|+ |k2|)2 + k212

) (
(|k3|+ |k4|)2 − k234

) . (5.53)

Next, we compute the imaginary piece of the five-point function directly from the full

correlator. Evaluating the p and z integrals for (5.51) gives:

W ′
5-pt(k1, . . . , k5) = g3

1

ET

√
k212 +

√
k234 + |k1|+ |k2|+ |k3|+ |k4|+ 2|k5|√

k234 +
√

k212 + |k5|
1(√

k234 + |k3|+ |k4|
)(√

k234 + |k1|+ |k2|+ |k5|
)

1(√
k212 + |k1|+ |k2|

)(√
k212 + |k3|+ |k4|+ |k5|

) , (5.54)
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where ET = |k1| + . . . + |k5|. To compute −2i Im 〈T [φ(k1) . . . φ(k5)]〉, we first analytically

continue k212 to be timelike and then take the discontinuity across the branch cut. The

result agrees exactly with the answer from the cutting rules in (5.53).

As a consistency check, our result (5.54) agrees with [67], and we also see that on the

total energy pole the five-point Witten diagram reduces to the correct five-point flat space

amplitude:

lim
ET→0

ET W ′
5-pt(k1, . . . , k5) = g3

1(
(|k1|+ |k2|)2 − k212

) 1(
(|k3|+ |k4|)2 − k234)

)

= g3
1

s12s34
. (5.55)

One can also recover the discontinuity of the flat space five-point diagram by taking the

flat space limit of (5.52). As with the four-point exchange diagram, it is useful to make

the replacement G+
∆ → G+,ǫ

∆ to see how the flat-space δ-function emerges in this limit. The

analysis is identical in form to the case of the exchange diagram. For d = 5 the z integrals

can be evaluated in closed form and the p integral can be extended to (−∞,∞), and then

evaluated via a contour analysis. Finally, we take the limit ET → 0 before taking ǫ → 0 to

find the δ-function. The final answer is:

lim
ǫ→0

lim
ET→0

−2iET ImW ′
5-pt(k1, . . . , k5) = lim

ǫ→0

2ig3ǫ

(|k3| − |k34|+ |k4|)(|k3|+ |k34|+ |k4|)
θ(k012)((

−k212 + (|k1|+ |k2|)2
)2

+ ǫ2
)

= ig3
2π

s234
δ(s212)θ(k

0
12). (5.56)

Here we made the identifications

sij = (|ki|+ |kj |)2 − k2ij , (5.57)

where sij are the flat-space Mandelstam invariants. The final result agrees with the cut

flat-space amplitude.

5.5 One-loop bubble

Finally, we consider a more non-trivial example corresponding to the following one-loop

bubble diagram:

k k

k1

k2 k3

k4
L `1

k1 + k2 � `1

. (5.58)
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To verify that the cut diagram has the correct OPE limit, it is simpler to begin in position

space. We will assume the external scalars are conformally coupled and that the two

internal propagators are identical, but correspond to a distinct operator O:

W ′
O,bubble(x1, . . . , x4) = (ig)2

∫

AdS

ddy1d
dy2dz1dz2

zd+1
1 zd+1

2

K∆c(x1; y1, z1)K∆c(x2; y1, z1)

G∆O
(y1, z1; y2, z2)

2K∆c(x3; y2, z2)K∆c(x4; y2, z2) . (5.59)

The Källén-Lehmann spectral representation in AdS says [90, 101]:

G∆(y1, z1; y2, z2)
2 =

∞∑

n=0

a∆(n)G2∆(y1, z1; y2, z2) , (5.60)

a∆(n) =
(d/2)n(2∆ + 2n)1−d/2(2∆ + n− d+ 1)n

2πd/2n!(∆ + n)21−d/2(2∆ + n− d/2)n
, (5.61)

where (a)n is the Pochhammer symbol. In other words, the bubble diagram reduces to an

infinite sum over tree-level exchange diagrams. Using this identity and then passing into

momentum space, we obtain

W ′
O,bubble(k1, . . . , k4) =

∑

n

a∆(n)W
′
[OO]n,0 exch

(k1, . . . , k4) . (5.62)

We then take the real part of both sides, expand in the limit k12 → 0, and find the expected

scaling behavior for the exchange of double-trace operators:

−2 ReW ′
O,bubble(k1, . . . , k4) ∼ (−k212)

2∆O−d/2 , (5.63)

which we argued for in section 5.1 using the integral representation of the cut diagram. This

argument can be generalized to other “bubble” type diagrams, as was done for example

in [97, 102].

Next, we will study the cut bubble diagram directly in momentum space for d = 3

when all scalars are conformally coupled. We will show how the correct OPE limit emerges

directly from the cutting rules and also that in the flat space limit we recover the cut

flat-space bubble diagram. The cut bubble diagram is given by

−2ReW ′
φc,bubble(k1, . . . , k4) = g2

∫
dz1dz2

zd+1
1 zd+1

2

∫
ddℓ

(2π)d
K∆c(k1, z1)K∆c(k2, z1)G

+,ǫ
∆c

(ℓ, z1, z2)

G+,ǫ
∆c

(k12 − ℓ, z1, z2)K
∗
∆c

(k3, z2)K
∗
∆c

(k4, z2)

∣∣∣∣
∆c=2,d=3

,

(5.64)

where we used the regulated δ-functions inside the cut propagators. It will also be useful

to define

EL = |k1|+ |k2|, ER = |k3|+ |k4| . (5.65)
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Performing the z integrals, we find

−2 ReW ′
φc,bubble(k1, . . . , k4) = 64g2

∫ ∞

0
dp1dp2

∫
d3ℓ

(2π)3
ELERp1p2

δǫ(ℓ2 + p21)δ
ǫ((k12 − ℓ)2 + p22)(

E2
L + (p1 − p2)2

) (
E2

L + (p1 + p2)2
)

θ+(−ℓ2)θ+(−(k12 − ℓ)2)(
E2

R + (p1 − p2)2
) (

E2
R + (p1 + p2)2

) . (5.66)

Here the function θ+ is defined to be a θ-function for the forward lightcone V+:

θ+(−ℓ2) = θ(−ℓ2)θ(ℓ0) . (5.67)

To find the OPE limit for this diagram, we restrict to physical values for the norm, that is

|ki| =
√
k2i with ki spacelike, and take the limit k12 → 0. In this case we have EL, ER > 0

and can take ǫ → 0 inside the integrand. The on-shell propagators yield δ-functions that

trivialize the p integrals:

−2 Re W ′
φc,bubble(k1, . . . , k4) = 16g2

∫
d3ℓ

(2π)3
ELER|ℓ||k12 − ℓ|θ+(−ℓ2)θ+(−(k12 − ℓ)2)

1(
E2

L + (|ℓ| − |k12 − ℓ|)2
) (

E2
L + (|ℓ|+ |k12 − ℓ|)2

)

1(
E2

R + (|ℓ| − |k12 − ℓ|)2
) (

E2
R + (|ℓ|+ |k12 − ℓ|)2

) . (5.68)

To evaluate this integral in the OPE limit, we make the following change of variables,

ℓ = r
(
cosh(φ), sinh(φ) cos(θ), sinh(φ) sin(θ)

)
, with 0 ≤ r, φ ≤ ∞, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π . (5.69)

This parameterization trivializes the θ+(−ℓ2) function, but we still need to impose the

constraint from the other θ+ function. To further simplify the analysis, we work in the

center-of-mass frame,

k12 = (k012, 0, 0) . (5.70)

In this frame, requiring k12 − ℓ ∈ V+ implies

0 ≤ r ≤ e−φk012 . (5.71)

Imposing these constraints, we find that the measure for the integrand becomes

∫
d3ℓ

(2π)3
θ+(−ℓ2)θ+(−(k12 − ℓ)2) =

1

(2π)3

2π∫

0

dθ

∞∫

0

dφ

e−φk012∫

0

dr r2 sinh(φ) , (5.72)

where the factor of r2 sinh(φ) comes from the Jacobian. To compute the OPE limit, we

make the change of variables r = k012r
′ and then expand at small k012 for fixed r′. Performing

the r′, φ, and θ integrals in this limit gives

−2 ReW ′
φc,bubble(k1, . . . , k4) ≈

g2(k012)
5

45π2(|k1|+ |k2|)3(|k3|+ |k4|)3
. (5.73)
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In the OPE limit, the exchange of an operator with dimension ∆ leads to the overall scaling

(−k212)
∆−d/2. Here d = 3 and ∆c = 2 and we recognize that the overall (k012)

5 dependence

comes from the exchange of the scalar double-trace operator of dimension 4, [φcφc]0,0. This

agrees exactly with the previous result for the bubble in the OPE limit (5.63) using the

Källén-Lehmann spectral representation. By expanding to higher orders in k012 one can

capture sub-leading terms in the OPE limit.

Finally, we will recover the cut bubble diagram in flat space from the corresponding

AdS diagram. As with the four-point exchange diagram, using the regulated δǫ-functions

will make the total energy pole manifest. We will check that the flat space limit holds

directly at the level of the integrand rather than working with the full integrated diagram.

This approach makes manifest that in the flat space limit a p integral becomes the (d+1)th

component of the flat-space loop integral [18].

To evaluate (5.66), we first extend the p1,2 integrals to the entire real line. Then we

can evaluate these integrals via a contour analysis. As shown in [18], the total energy pole

in EL + ER comes from poles pinching the pi contours. Here we can see that closing the

p2 contour on the poles explicitly written in the denominator of (5.66) will yield the total

energy pole:

lim
ER→−EL

−2(EL + ER)ReW
′
φc,bubble(k1, . . . , k4) =

∞∫

−∞

dp1

∫
d3ℓ

(2π)3
2πg2θ+(ℓ0)θ+(k01 + k02 − ℓ0)

δǫ(ℓ2 + p21)δ
ǫ((k12 − ℓ)2 + (iEL + p1)

2) .

(5.74)

If we identify the 4-dimensional external momenta as k̃i = (ki, i|ki|) and the internal 4-

dimensional momenta as ℓ̃ = (ℓ, p), we find

lim
ER→−EL

−2(EL + ER)ReW
′
φc,bubble(k1, . . . , k4) =

∫
d4ℓ̃

(2π)4
(2π)2g2δ(ℓ̃2)δ((k̃1 + k̃2 − ℓ̃)2)

θ+(−ℓ̃2)θ+(−(k̃1 + k̃2 − ℓ̃)2) . (5.75)

This agrees with the cut flat-space bubble diagram exactly.

6 Conclusion

6.1 Discussion

In this work, we derived and applied the AdS Cutkosky rules. Together with the Lorentzian

inversion formula, these cutting rules furnish a holographic unitarity method for AdSd+1/

CFTd. In the process, we also provided the cutting rules for weakly-coupled CFTs. We

used basic properties of Lorentzian QFTs to derive these rules, and so the results can be

generalized to study QFT in other curved spaces.

The proof of the CFT Cutkosky rules relies on the CFT optical theorem (1.2) in com-

bination with constraints from positivity of the spectrum and causality. Using positivity,

we showed that for the restricted set of momenta (1.6),

− 2 Re 〈T [φφφφ]〉 = 〈[φ, φ]A[φ, φ]R〉. (6.1)
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This statement of CFT unitarity allows us to relate two seemingly different objects, the real

part of a time-ordered correlator and a causal double-commutator. The right-hand side is

the same double-commutator that appears in the Lorentzian inversion and CFT dispersion

formulas [28, 31, 79, 80]. The left-hand side is a natural generalization of Im(T ), but now at

the level of the off-shell correlation function. Like Im(T ), the cutting rules for the real part

can be derived by using the largest-time equation. Using (6.1) and analyticity in momentum

space, we can then derive the cutting rules for the double-commutator. The derivation of

these rules relied on using Lorentzian momentum space, but they can also be studied using

other representations of the correlator, e.g. by working in position or Mellin space.

Our method for CFT correlators is a direct generalization of the flat-space S-matrix

method. In both cases, a cut replaces a time-ordered propagator with the corresponding

Wightman, or on-shell, propagator and therefore factorizes the diagram into a product

of on-shell sub-diagrams. Dispersion formulas can then be used to reconstruct the full

diagram from its cuts. Moreover, we checked in explicit examples that the AdS unitarity

cuts reduce to the usual S-matrix cuts in the flat space limit.

The identity (6.1) gives a notion of factorization in CFTd: one can always insert

a complete set of states in the right-hand side to find an infinite sum over three-point

functions. The non-trivial feature of holographic CFTs is that the right-hand side can be

rewritten as a phase-space integral over two AdS Witten diagrams. In other words, for

holographic CFTs we have a stronger notion of factorization that comes from the locality of

the bulk dual. The rules presented here make bulk locality manifest and are complementary

to the previous work [32], where different bulk rules were derived to compute the conformal

block expansion of the double-commutator. These two methods make different properties

of AdS/CFT manifest — bulk factorization and the perturbative structure of the boundary

OPE — and open new windows into 1/N perturbation theory via unitarity.

6.2 Future work

There are many open questions in the broader study of unitarity methods for CFT cor-

relators. The appearance of the double-commutator in the real part of a time-ordered

momentum-space correlator provides a hint that momentum space may be useful in the

study of the CFT dispersion formula [31]. We expect that the real/imaginary part of

even/odd-point time-ordered correlators with spacelike external momenta will provide nat-

ural generalizations of the double-commutator. Such correlators factorize into partially

time-ordered correlators and can also be computed via the cutting rules. Using momen-

tum space may therefore clarify the structure of the higher-point inversion formula and the

larger problem of bootstrapping general n-point functions.

It is also important to develop efficient ways of using the cutting rules in practice to

determine a one-loop correlator. In this work we have given a set of rules to compute the

double-commutator, but we did not introduce new tools to evaluate the dispersion formula.

One possible avenue is to use the dispersion formula directly in momentum space. Another

potentially useful approach is to use generalized unitarity to fix the one-loop correlator by

allowing for more general cuts [3]. This has already been done for correlation functions

in weakly-coupled N = 4 SYM [103], but its application to more general weakly-coupled
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CFTs, such as the O(N) vector models, appears to be less explored. While our work gives

natural candidates for the relevant cuts, generalized unitarity has not yet been studied in

AdS, and we expect its development will teach us more about a rich class of observables

and theories. For example, at tree level in type IIB supergravity on AdS5×S5 there exists a

fascinating hidden 10d conformal symmetry [104].30 This symmetry explains the simplicity

of Mellin amplitudes and anomalous dimensions of the CFT dual [21, 107, 108]. Recursion

relations and generalized unitarity can help clarify to what extent this symmetry continues

to hold at higher points and at loop level.

Studying cutting rules for holographic CFTs in Mellin space may also provide new

insight. The Mellin amplitude shares important similarities with a scattering amplitude,

but it also encodes the OPE in a simple way [17, 109, 110]. This simplicity continues to hold

beyond tree level in supersymmetric theories [99, 100, 111–117]. While we have derived

the cutting rules in momentum space, it would be interesting to study their application to

one-loop Mellin amplitudes. Relatedly, while most recent work on holographic correlators

focuses on bootstrapping the full, integrated correlator, much of the recent progress in the

study of scattering amplitudes comes from studying the integrand [4, 6, 7]. To import this

technology into AdS, it may prove useful to understand the structure of AdS integrands

using Mellin space ideas. This may also help determine the class of functions that can

appear in holographic correlators [117–120].

The cutting rules derived here contribute to the larger program of bootstrapping

weakly-coupled theories in curved space via unitarity methods. Understanding unitar-

ity constraints directly in the bulk of AdS opens up applications to other spacetimes, from

deformed versions of AdS to the study of inflationary observables relevant for cosmology.

We anticipate that by further generalizing S-matrix methods, we can open new avenues

into this broader class of theories.
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A Largest-time equation

In this appendix, we briefly review the derivation of the largest-time equation. For more

details see [27, 86, 87]. To prove the largest-time equation, we will study the integrand f̂q
of each decorated Feynman diagram F̂q as a function of both internal and external points,

F̂q(x1, . . . , xn) =

∫
ddy1 . . . d

dymf̂q(x1, . . . , xn; y1, . . . , ym) . (A.1)

30See [105, 106] for a generalization to AdS3 × S3.
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The largest-time equation then holds at the level of the integrand,

2m+n∑

q=1

f̂q(x1, . . . , xn; y1, . . . , ym) = 0 . (A.2)

To prove this, we assume x1 has the largest time, x01 ≥ x0j , y
0
i . Then if we have a graph

f̂q(x1, . . . , xn; y1, . . . , ym) where x1 has a black vertex, it will cancel in the sum (A.2) against

a graph where x1 has a white vertex and all the other points are the same. For example,

+ =
x1 x2

y1 y2 z̄ = 0
x1 x2

y1 y2

x y

= 0

x y

= 0

. (A.3)

The cancellation happens because if x1 has the largest time, changing the color of its vertex

does not affect the propagators connected to x1, but it does introduce an extra minus sign

from the white vertex. To be more explicit, we can isolate the propagators connected to x1:

ig∆+(x1 � y1)
x1 y1

z = 0

x1 y1
� ig∆+(x1 � y1)z = 0 (A.4)

where in the first line we used ∆F (x12) = θ(x01 − x02)∆
+(x12) + (1 ↔ 2) and that x1

has the largest time to drop the second term. The second line follows directly from the

coloring rules. Since all other terms in the integrand are the same, it is clear the two graphs

in (A.3) cancel. The same logic carries over if we have multiple lines connected to x1 or if

an internal point yi has the largest time. All graphs in (A.3) therefore cancel in pairs for

all configurations.

To obtain the full correlator, we need to integrate over all internal points and keep the

external points generic. We therefore cannot assume one point has the largest time. How-

ever, this is already taken care of by summing over all possible graphs in (A.2). Regardless

of which coordinate has the largest time, the sum ensures they will cancel in pairs. We can

then perform the yj integrals to find the integrated largest-time equation:

2m+n∑

q=1

F̂q(x1, . . . , xn) = 0 . (A.5)

Once we have this equality, we can then Fourier transform to momentum space.

To see how this generalizes to AdS, it simplest to study the largest-time equation for a

purely bulk correlation function 〈Φ(x1, z1) . . .Φ(xn, zn)〉. Then the structure of individual

diagrams is the same as in flat space, since here we only use the bulk-to-bulk propaga-

tor. The largest-time equation then generalizes straightforwardly and one can then use

the extrapolate dictionary to prove the analogous equation for the boundary correlator

〈φ(x1) . . . φ(xn)〉. Alternatively, one can directly prove the largest-time equation for the

boundary correlator by keeping track of the two kinds of propagators, the bulk-to-bulk and

bulk-to-boundary propagators, from the beginning.
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B Analyticity in momentum space

In this appendix, we will review the analyticity properties of the double-commutator

〈[φ(k3), φ(k4)]A[φ(k1), φ(k2)]R〉 in momentum space [78]. To relate the real part of the

time-ordered correlator, Re 〈T [φ(k1) . . . φ(k4)]〉, with this causal double-commutator, we

had to assume all four momenta were spacelike, k2i > 0, and only k1 + k2 ∈ V+. The

double-commutator is non-zero for more generic momenta, so we would like to relax some

of these assumptions. Specifically, we will show that once we know the double-commutator

for this set of momenta, we can analytically continue to find it for general kinematics. We

first note that the double-commutator is only non-zero for k1 + k2 ∈ V+ by the positive

spectrum condition on the CFT Hilbert space. We therefore only need to analytically

continue in k1 and k4.

To simplify the discussion and avoid the overall momentum conserving delta-function,

we will write the momentum-space correlator as a Fourier transform in three out of the

four positions:

H(p1, p2, Q) =

∫
ddr1d

dr2d
dRei(p1·r1+p2·r2+R·Q)〈[φ(R), φ(R+ r2)]A[φ(r1), φ(0)]R〉 . (B.1)

Here we have adopted the notation of [78] to simplify the comparison. The relation to the

parameterization used in the body of the paper is:

p1 = k1 , (B.2)

p2 = k4 , (B.3)

Q = k1 + k2 . (B.4)

Next, we will show H is analytic in p1,2 in the appropriate region of the complex plane. As

noted originally in [78], causal commutators in position space imply analyticity properties

in p1,2. The argument mirrors the standard proof [81, 82] that the Wightman functions

〈φ(x1) . . . φ(xn)〉 are analytic in position space. To prove analyticity of the position-space

Wightman functions, one uses that the physical spectrum is in the forward lightcone, i.e.

the momentum k ∈ V+ for physical states. To prove analyticity of the causal double-

commutator in momentum space, we use that the integrand of (B.1) is only non-zero for

r1, r2 ∈ V+. The only difference between the two cases is that here we are reversing the

roles of position and momentum space.31

To see how this works, we make the replacement pi → pi − iηi in (B.1). Then we find:

H(p1 − iη1, p2 − iη2, Q) =

∫
ddr1d

dr2d
dRei(p1·r1+p2·r2−R·Q)+η1·r1+η2·r2

〈[φ(R), φ(R+ r2)]A[φ(r1), φ(0)]R〉 . (B.5)

The right-hand side is only non-zero for ri ∈ V+. Therefore if we choose ηi ∈ V+, we find

the integral is exponentially damped at large ri. The right-hand side is now a Laplace

31For a similar example see section II.2.6 of [82] where they discuss the r-functions, which are given by

iterated retarded commutators and are also analytic in momentum space.
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transform, so the left-hand side is an analytic function of pi − iηi if ηi ∈ V+. With this

analyticity property, we can now continue the double-commutator to configurations with

p2i < 0. As we are studying the Laplace transform of a tempered distribution, the causal

double-commutator for real momenta is the boundary value of this analytic function where

we take ηi → 0+, that is we take ηi to zero inside the forward lightcone [81, 82]. This

completes the proof because once we have found H(p1, p2, Q) for Q ∈ V+ and p2i > 0 we

can find the function for general pi by analytic continuation. At this point we can also

Fourier transform to recover the double-commutator in position space that enters into the

inversion formula.

C Feynman tree theorem

In this appendix we will discuss the Feynman tree theorem [121, 122], a different but

related notion of cutting. This theorem follows from the fact that a closed loop of retarded

propagators in a Feynman diagram must vanish by causality. Using this property, we can

express the full one-loop diagram as an integral of tree-level diagrams. As opposed to the

usual Cutkosky rules, the cuts do not have to split the diagram into two pieces.

In this section we can work in position space. To keep notation compact, we will use

capital Latin letters, e.g. Y = (yµ, z), for points in the bulk of AdSd+1 and lower-case Latin

letters, yµ, for boundary points. Next, recall the retarded bulk-to-bulk propagator for a

free scalar Φ is defined by:

GR
∆(X1, X2) = 〈[Φ(X1),Φ(X2)]〉freeθ(x01 − x02) , (C.1)

where x0 is the Poincaré time. Then we have the identity

GR
∆(X1, X2) = G∆(X1, X2)−G+

∆(X2, X1) . (C.2)

This can be checked by using the definition of the time-ordering symbol and retarded

commutator.

Next we use that any closed loop of retarded propagators has to vanish. This is

manifest in position space. For example we can consider a one-loop correction to the

two-point function:

∫

AdS

dY1,2K∆(x1;Y1)G
R
∆(Y1, Y2)G

R
∆(Y2, Y1)K∆(x2;Y2) = 0 . (C.3)

The retarded propagator GR
∆(Y1, Y2) is only non-zero if Y1 is in the causal future of Y2 and

similarly GR
∆(Y2, Y1) is only non-zero if Y2 is in the causal future of Y1. The two propagators

cannot be non-zero at the same time and so the integral vanishes. In momentum space,

this loop vanishes because all the poles in p0 are on one side of the real axis [122]. Now we

can use (C.2) to expand this equality in terms of the positive energy on-shell propagators
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z = 0 + �

Figure 4. Feynman tree theorem in AdS for a one-loop correction to the propagator in Φ3 theory.

The arrow indicates the flow of positive energy across the cut.

and the usual time-ordered propagator. Specifically we find:
∫

AdS

dY1,2K∆(x1;Y1)G∆(Y1, Y2)
2K∆(x2;Y2)

=

∫

AdS

dY1,2 K∆(x1;Y1)K∆(x2;Y2)
(
G∆(Y1, Y2)(G

+
∆(Y1, Y2) +G+

∆(Y2, Y1))

−G+
∆(Y2, Y1)G

+
∆(Y1, Y2)

)
. (C.4)

The first line is the original Witten diagram while in the second and third lines there is

at least one propagator put on shell, see figure 4. In contrast to the cutting rules, we are

computing the full Witten diagram, as opposed to its real or imaginary piece. Finally,

we also see the momentum does not have a definite flow from the left to the right of the

diagram. All these properties are exactly the same as in the original flat space Feynman

tree theorem.

D Cutting rules via Schwinger-Keldysh

In this appendix we give an alternative derivation of the cutting rules using Schwinger-

Keldysh contours [33, 34] (see [38, 123] for reviews and generalizations). One benefit of

using this method is that we can avoid subtleties in the largest-time equation when we

have derivative interactions [124].

We start by setting k2i > 0 and then from (2.8) we have

〈T [φ(k3)φ(k4)]T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]〉 = 〈[φ(k3), φ(k4)]A[φ(k1), φ(k2)]R〉 . (D.1)

The positive spectrum condition implies these correlators are only non-zero for k1+k2 ∈ V+

and k3 + k4 ∈ V−. To compute the left-hand side, we introduce a complex time contour

with a single fold, as shown in figure 5. We now have four different propagators, depending

on which segments of the contour each point lies on:

∆RR(x1, x2) = ∆F (x12) , (D.2)

∆LR(x1, x2) = ∆+(x12) , (D.3)

∆RL(x1, x2) = ∆−(x12) , (D.4)

∆LL(x1, x2) = ∆∗
F (x12) . (D.5)
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1 21 2

3 4 53 4 5

S L R

R L

i (
1 21 2

3 4 5

i (
1 21 2

3 4 5

Figure 5. Time folded contour used for 〈T [φ3φ4]T [φ1φ2]〉. The arrows indicate the flow of time

and the labels R and L are used to distinguish the two contours by the direction in which time

flows.

In free field theory these are the two-point functions, e.g. ∆LR(x1, x2) = 〈φL(x1)φR(x2)〉free
where the subscript indicates on which contour the operator sits. We can unify all four

propagators by defining a contour-ordering symbol TC such that:

TC [φ(x1)φ(x2)] = T [φ(x1)φ(x2)] if x1,2 ∈ R , (D.6)

TC [φ(x1)φ(x2)] = φ(x1)φ(x2) if x1 ∈ L, x2 ∈ R , (D.7)

TC [φ(x1)φ(x2)] = φ(x2)φ(x1) if x1 ∈ R, x2 ∈ L , (D.8)

TC [φ(x1)φ(x2)] = T [φ(x1)φ(x2)] if x1,2 ∈ L . (D.9)

The four propagators are encoded in the free-field two-point function defined using the

contour-ordering symbol, 〈TC [φ(x1)φ(x2)]〉. For the interaction vertices, we use ig for a

vertex inserted on the R contour and −ig for a vertex inserted on the L contour. To

compute 〈T [φ(k3)φ(k4)]T [φ(k1)φ(k2)]〉, we use the time-folded contour shown in figure 5,

place the operators φ(k1) and φ(k2) on the R-contour, place φ(k3) and φ(k4) on the L-

contour, and use the Feynman rules given above.

It is now apparent that these Feynman rules are exactly the same as the coloring rules

introduced by Veltman to compute the real part of a four-point function. To make this

map clear, we associate black dots with vertices on the R-contour and use white dots for

vertices on the L-contour. To make the connection with the double-commutator, we need to

impose that the external momenta are spacelike, k2i > 0. This implies that any propagator

connected to an external point has to end on the same contour as that point. If we connect

it to a different contour we need to use the Wightman functions, ∆±(k), which vanish for

spacelike momenta. This is equivalent to the statement that when external momenta are

spacelike, we cannot cut external lines.

To illustrate the equivalence, we can consider some specific examples. For example,

for the cut tree diagram the mapping is

, x , x

i ()
1 21 2

3 4 53 4 5

1 2

1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5

i ()
1 21 2

3 4 53 4 5

1 2

1 2

3 4 5

3 4 5

, (D.10)
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and for the triangle, we have

i ()
1 21 2

3 4 53 4 5

1 2

1 2

3 4 5

3 4 5

. (D.11)

In these pictures, we integrate the interaction vertices only on either the L or R-contours,

but not both. While we have only given the map for flat-space Feynman diagrams, the

generalization to AdS is straightforward by using the corresponding Schwinger-Keldysh

rules [125].
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